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SGA pledge bill causes stir CISAT provost steps down; 
accepts Marshall Univ. job 
by LJsa Denny 
SGA reporter 
When the Student Government 
Association Legislative Action 
Commillee proposed a bill to recite 
the Pledge of Allegiance before 
every senate meeting. tbey did not 
suspccc the controVersy and national 
attention that would follow. 
The bill demanding that senators 
recite the Pledge of Allegiance 
passed at the senate's Oct. 18 
meeting in the Warren Hall 
Highlands Room by a 24-21 vote. 
But when the bill continued on to 
the Executive Council the next night 
for the final vOte. it was vetoed by a 
3-1 rnargi n. 
The veto sparked the national 
curiosity. 
According to SGA President Jen 
Mabe, CBS News Radio has called 
her, in addition to ABC news radio, 
the Richmond Times Radio and 
WHSV-TV Harrisonburg. 
At-large Sen. Chris Smith S&Jd he 
was "tbe one wbo 
released the story to 
two local newspapers. 
I released it to the 
Richmond Timts· 
Dispa tch and the 
Harrisonburg paper, 
[Daily News-Record].'' 
The Richmond Jen Mabe 
Times-Dispatch ran a 
story on the issue in its Oct. 21 
edition. 
"I wanted the local auention so 
students would know this is another 
politically correct attempt here, and 
then it goes to other levels of 
government." Smith said. 
Commuter Sen . Matt Rinaldi , 
chair of the Legis lative Action 
Committee and introducer of the bill, 
said he never thought there would be 
so much controversy over the bill. 
"Town councils say it, 
congressional meetings say it, they 
play the national anthem at baseball 
games. We may represent the 
students here, but we also represent 
the future leadership of America. It 
would make the meeting more 
meaningful and would make them 
more formal also," Rinaldi said. 
At-Large Sen. Ben Rodgers said 
he disagrees with the bill and said the 
publicity has gone overboard. 
"I think it is an effon by a couple 
of senators to get pelly publicity," 
Rodgers said. "If the cause was to get 
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Dr. Lyle Wilcox, provost of the 
College of Integrated Science and 
Technology. is resigning and has 
accepted the position of senior vice 
president and provost at Marshall 
University 10 Huntington, W.Va. 
Wilcox will begin his new position 
Dec. I as Marshall's second-highest 
ranking officer. 
"Lyl~ Wilcox has done an 
outstanding job at JM U in 
developing CISAT," JMU President 
Ronald Carrier said Sunday night. 
" President [J . Wade] Gilley and 
Marshall University obviously 
recognize and appreciate the fine job 
Lyle has done here." 
Wilcox came to JMU in 1992 to 
develop CISAT which had its first 
year or operation in the faJJ or 1993. 




a d v a n c e d 
technologies at 
Purolator Products 
Co. in Tulsa, Okla. 
and senior vice 
president for 
c o r p o r a t e Lyle Wilcox 
development a t 
Telex Corp. in Tulsa, 
"We regret losing Dr. Wilcox but 
wish him well as he accepts the 
challenge of heading Marshall 's 
entire academic program." Carner 
said. 
Carrier said he will make an 
announcement in the next few weeks 
on plans for naming a successor. 
- from staff reports 
JMU will most likely dodge state budget cuts 
JMU RESiziNG PLAN II'U•RI:IIII Areas of po .. ible budget cuts~: __ _ 
1313145 :: 
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ANGELA TER.RY/s~11.10r anist 
Restructuring plans labeled 'acceptable' 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
news editor 
Due to a promise fro m Virginia Gov. 
George Allen, JMU does not expect to have to 
use the budget reduction plan it prepared 
Linwood Rose, JMU executive vice 
president, said although any potential budget 
cuts would affect students, "the governor said it 
won't happen'' to schools with acceptable 
restructuring plans. 
Rose said JMU has received every 
indication from the State Council of Higher 
Education for Virginia that its restructuring 
plan is acceptable and called' the budget 
reduction plans a "moot poinL" 
Last month Allen called on all state agencies 
to prepare plans for budget cuts or 2, 4 or 6 
percent from their operating budgets. He then 
issued a statement indicating that higher 
education institutions would not be affected by 
these cuts if they have acceptable restruCtUring 
plans. 
SCHEV will decide Nov. 8 whether or not 
to accept schools' restructuring plans and will 
pass their recommendations on 10 the Oener:al 
Assembly, which will malce the final decision 
on each restructuring plan in the spring. 
The 2, 4 or 6 percent budget reduction plans 
from all state agencies were due to Robert 
Lauterberg, director of the state's Oepanment 
of Planning and Budget on Oct 17. 
Steve Knick.rehm, JM U dlrector of financial 
planning. said the university was "taking the 
governor at his word" and all feedback on the 
restructuring plan was not only acceptable but 
"a model for the rest of the state. 
''My expectation is that the university's 
restructuring plan wiiJ be accepted, and we will 
not have these budget cuts," he said. 
Nevenheless, JMU bad to prepare its budget 
reduction, or resizing, plan 
Knickrehm said the plan was an outline for 
cuts, and any specific areas for cuts would be 
determined by the manager for each area of the 
university, such as deparunent heads. 
JMU's resizing plan is broken down into a 
plan for each percentage cut and ranges in 
dollar figures from $644,731 for 2 percent, 
$1,289,461 for 4 percent and $1,934,192 for a 
6 percent cut. 
Each plan makes a statement about the 
impact that budget cuts would have at JM U. 
.,Without these resources. we will not be in a 
BUDGET page 2 
Virginia Power office leaves city, moves to Staunton 
by Karen Brewer 
senior writer • 
---On Wednesday, Virgini a Power in 
Harrisonburg closed its doors for the last Lime. 
The Harrisonburg and F'tJhersville companies 
merged to form a new office in Staunton. 
The new office will open 8 a.m. today in the 
Green Hills Industrial Park on Route I I. The 
old building is located oo South Main Street. 
Claire Gill~pie Olson, spokeswoman for 
the company, said, "'The consolidation is being 
done to maintain our rates, keep them lower 
than they would be, and save money." 
Olson said Virginia Power is expecting to 
save $1 million with the consolidation. 
"We're going to be able Co operate with 
fewer employees," Olson'said. "During the last 
three years. the number of employees has 
reduced through Bllrition, some have left 
voluntarily, and also we have transferred." 
Olson said 8S employees will work in the 
new office, which includes 31 employees from 
Harrisonburg's former office. The remaining 
employees are from Fishersville,"No one has 
been laid off because of consolidation.·· 
Though Virginia Power is no longer located in 
Harrisonburg, customers can still pay their bills 
here at paymeot centers. 
Customers can take their payments to Rack 
& Sack on East Market Street and Rocking R 
Hardware on South High Street. ' 'When 
[customers] go to maJtcs....a payment, they must 
take tbeir bills with them. And customers can 
still mail their bills." 
Professor of physics William Ingham, of 
Bridgewater, said he doesn't thank the move 
will affect his service. "I've never really had an 
occasion where I' ve had to go there. I' ve 
always just called." He doesn't think he will 
have trouble reaching them if problems arise. 
Olsoo said Virginia Power only serves the 
/ 
area surrounding Harrisonburg. "The 
Harrisonburg Electric Commission serves the 
city or Harrisonburg, and we serve the 
Rockingham County area,'' Olson said. The 
move will not affect anyone, Olson sa ad. 
Harrisonburg residents still pay at HEC. 
The move, according to Olson. will not 
affect the service of the company to ats 
customers. "We' ll still be operating throughout 
that area. We' ll still be very involved wath our 
customers throughout Harrisonburg. We' ll still 
be constructing new lines. 
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JMU publicity, I don't think this is 
the type of publicity JMU needs." 
According to Smith, the bill has 
caused much hos tility among 
members of the 
senate. 
Smith said he 
backs the bill and had 
a part in taking the 
debate to a different 
level. 
There was concern 
from the senators 
about the Executive Matt 
Council \'eto. Rinaldi 
"My concern is that Mabe feels 
there was not an overwhelming voice 
of the students. They voted 3- 1 
against it after h passed the senate. I 
• expect them now to veto every bill 
that is that close." Smith said. 
Jennifer Kern, SGA treasurer said, 
"We felt that a 24-21 vote was not a 
strong message to us that the senators 
really wanted to do it." 
"At the beginning of the year. part 
of our goal was that we didn't want 
to create factions within the senate. If 
we had passed rhe bill, the senators 
that got up to say the pledge would 
be sett ing themselves apart from 
those who didn't," Kern said. 
SGA Vice President Jenny Biondi 
said s he was the only Executive 
Council member who voted for the 
bill during the Executive Council 
meeting. 
Biondi said she felt that since the 
bill was passed by the majority of the 
senate, it should not be overturned by 
the Executive Council. 
Commuter Sen. Scou Pinsker also 
backed the bill. 
"The unfortunate thing about the 
veto is that if i.he Executive Council 
would have gone along with the 
school senate, this would be a non-
issue, but because they vetoed it, it 
became a national issue," Pinsker 
said. 
Commuter Sen. Ty Cobb said he 
also disagrees with the veto. 
"It seems kind of strange that only 
four people vote on it. For the 
Executive Council to come out and 
say, 'No. we are not going to support 
what you want for your meetings,' 
that's borderline tyrannical because it 
does not even affect them," he said. 
Mabe said, "A$ a dtUy of an 
executive member, I vote from the 
numbers I receive from the senate. I 
vote what is best for the senate or for 
the student body as a whole." 
Rinaldi said, " It wasn' t right that 
the Executive Council overturned 
this matter. It was a vote on senate 
meetings . not for an executive 
meeting. So if the senate voted by a 
majority to pass a bill about their 
meeting, then that shpuld stand and 
not be overturned by four people." 
Sen. Ron Rose. Shorts HaU, said 
he disagreed with the bill. 
"All I'm say ing is that I don' t 
understand why it has to be at SGA 
meet ings. It has no relevance to 
student government meetings [and) It 
has nothing to do with patriotism," 
Rose said. 
Some senators said thiNs not the 
type of issue on which the senate 
should be focusing. 
" I feel that SGA should not be 
working on things that change SGA 
but rather be working on things to 
make this a better school. This is not, 
onJy wasting our time, but we are 
wasting the country's time," Rose 
said. 
Kern said, "I just wish senators 
that are making a big deal out of this 
would focus this much attention'' on 
issues within the university that are 
relevant to all srudents. 
Sophomore Karl Baker said she 
also believes that this bill has been 
carried too far. 
"It shouldn't have even come up. 
It is more an order of business matter 
to JMU. They are wasting their time 
on this bill instead of looking at other 
things that affect the students at this 
school," Baker said. 
Mabe said, " I look ai It as an 
internal matter. We are an 
organization with internal problems 
and conflicts. This bill is going to 
affect the 45 senators. I look at it 
along procedural lines." 
Rodgers said he doe$ not like Ibis 
bill because of the way it was 
written. He would like to see the 
word "optional'' added. 
"Tf you don't say it, it doesn't 
mean that you are against the U.S., 
it 's not that you are unpatriotic. If 
you believe that you are patriotic, 
why would it be necessary to stand 
up and affirm it in front of eYe1)'body 
if you believe it yourself?" Rodgers 
asked. 
Pinsker &aid, 'The American flag 
represents everything that is good, 
wholesome and pure in America. 
Here we sit in our plush little 
university saying we are not going to 
say the Pledge of Allegiance because 
we find it offensive. Morally that's 
· wrong." 
lenn McDaniel . a 1994 lMU 
graduate, said, "If there was some 
pledge they could create about lMU. 
then it would be suitable for JMU 
senate meeting. As far as pledging to 
the U.S .. [a senate meeting] is noc the 
right environment to do something 
like that." 
However, Pinsker said, "I can see 
the moral outrage because !his is the 
very first lime l've been ashamed to 
be a member of JMU." 
Cobb said, "We are talking about 
the Pledge of Allegiance. It is 5aid 
across the country- it shouldn' t be 
that controversial." 
Some se nators and Executive 
Council members who oppose the 
bill have received threats last week. 
Mabe said a note stating, 
"Unpatriotic bitch you'd better watch 
your baclc," was left on her car, and a 
radio antenna was brolcen off her car. 
" I guess people fee l very 
emotional about it and are not taking 
the time out to find out why 1 vetoed 
it," Mabe said. 
"It is being blown way out of 
proportion." 
Rinaldi said that at the Oct. 25 
senate meeting be plans to bring the 
bill up for another vote. lf it passes 
by a two-thirds majority, the 
executive veto will be overridden. 
Povver __________________________ _ 
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Head o f the department of 
marketing Robert Reid, of 
McGaheysville, said, "I don'l see any 
impact whatsoever." 
' 'We' ll be maintaining all of our 
existing facilities. We will be 
connecting power to homes and 
businesses. Many of our employees 
still live in Harrisonburg and will 
continue to live there," Olson said. 
The new office has been in 
planning for three years. Olson said it 
will serve 45,000 customers, such as 
families, businesses and factories, in 
Staunton , Waynesboro, Augusta 
County and Rockingham County. 
Now in tl\e Blue Ridge District, 
the site contains 20 acres', and the 
complex is comprised of three 
buildings totaling 25.000 square feet, 
according to Olson. 
The complex was designed and 
engineered with state-of-the-art 
energy-efficient equipment, she said. 
"There 's an innovative air 
conditioning system, a cool-storage 
system. that produces 'ice at night 
when electricity demand is low and 
then is stored In tanks. The cooling 
power of the ice is circulated through 
the building the next day," she said. 
The old building, built in 1954, 
was much less than half the size of 
the new building, Olson said. The 
lease of the Harrisonburg building is 
up in 1995, and the company will 
give up the building if they cannot 
sublease. 
Service and fees will not change 
as a result of the move, according to 
Olson. Service phone numbers for 
the com~tany will be the same. 
"We' re very. interested in keeping 
our rates as low as possible." 
"This is only one move in the 
company, and there are many moves . 
in Virginia Power ... to reduce our 
costs and keep our races low, to be 
competitive and stlU maintain very 
high C\IStomer service." 
Budget~· ~----~ 
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position to meet tbe objectives of the 
Commission on the University of the 
21st Century. We wiU not be able to 
restructure our curriculum and retrain 
our faculty to incorporate technology 
and international perspectives Into 
their pedagogy," the plan stated. 
Under the 2 percent plan , 
$263,260 would be saved in reducing 
equipment purchases by 30 percent. 
According to the plan, this would 
make "fewer and fewer laboratories" 
operational and students would be 
trained "with technologically 
obsolete equipment." 
Knickrehm said this includes 
equipment for physical science and 
computer labs. 
Reductions in other nonpersonal 
services would come to $381 ,471. 
This would cause a reduction of 
more than 5 percent of services such 
as priming, travel, equipment repair 
and maintenance, computer software 
and 1\ardware maintenance, building 
repair and maintenance, and supplies 
for laboratories and computers. 
"lllis reduction will bave a direct 
impact on students . faculty and 
staff," the plan stated. 
The 4 percent plan reduces 
equipment purebases by $342,640, or 
40 percent, and other nonpersonal 
services by $525.205, or almost 9 
percent. The plan also calls fo r a 
reduction in wage expenditures of 
$421 .616. 
This involves cutting jobs that pay 
by the hour, according to Knickrehm, 
and could involve 5rudent as well as 
non-student jobs in places such as the 
library and computer labs. 
The plan st~ted, '1n aU programs. 
\his will have a direct Impact on 
students wbo depend on employment 
to supplement fmanciaJ aid." 
Under the 6 percent plan , 
$363,745, or more than 40 percent, 
would be cut frbm equipment 
purchases and other nonpersonal 
services would be reduced by 
$529,825, or almost 9 percent. Wage 
expenditures would be reduced by 
more than 20 percent, or $439,345, 
under this plan. 
Also under the 6 percent plan , 
$601, 271 would "be saved in 
reducing full-time personal services, 
or up to 14 full-time jobs. The plan 
stated that although the university 
hopes to achieve most of the 
reductions through contract 
expiratien or retirement , layoffs 
would be necessary. 
Knickrehm said there afe three 
categories or full-time positions: 
professors, classified staff and 
administration. Cutting professors 
would be "an absolute last resort," be 
said. 
'The university will do everything 
in its power to keep the teaching 
power of the university ~rved," 
be said. 
Knickre)lm said he felt positive 
JMU would not have to make the 
cuts these plans prepare for. 
"I firmly believe it won't need to 
be done. The governor bas made 
more or less a commitment to 
education," he said. 
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page 7 article that Oliver 
North didn't account for the 
two se~ incidents of U.S. 
soldiers being killed and the 
arms trade, and also that North 
gave aid and comfort to 
Saddam Hussein. 
The Breeze regrets the error. 
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Coleman stops at JMU on path to election 
Senate hopeful visits university to raise support, discuss platforms as Nov. 8 draws closer 
by Nicole Motley , 
seniiJr writer 
JMU played host to another U.S. 
Senate hopeful Friday morning on 
the steps of WilsOn Hall. 
After a round through D-hall and 
eating a piece of cake, Independent 
Marshall Coleman found his way lO 
the top of the Quad where a circle of 
about 60 students met him and 
listened to his political platfonn. 
Coleman began his address by 
discussing a list of his positions on 
so~ of the hottest political issues 
including welfare. tax.es. crime, drugs 
and health care. 
"I want to sec us Improve our 
health care, but I don't want to see 
the federal government take over," 
Coleman said. 
He said he wants to reform 
welfare so more people will be 
encouraged to go back to work, and 
he wants to keep criminals off the 
streets. 
"Violent prisoners behind bars 
can't hun anyone," Coleman said. 
And Coleman said he believes in 
the public education system in 
Virginia. 
" I' m a product of the Virginia 
pubUc schools," said the University 
of Virginia graduate. However, " I 
don't want to discourage anyone who 
wants to go to private schools." 
governor, and lost, ran for governor 
again, and lost, and now you're in 
last place in the Senate race. Are you 
a Buffalo Bills fan? 
"I like Oliver Nonh's stand on 
issues. I think what he actually did 
was save lives," Wright said. 
During Coleman's brief address, 
Wright held an Oliver Nonh sign in 
one hand and a warne in the other. 
The waffle was to signify Coleman's 
"waffling" on the isslles, especially 
abortion. 
Coleman said, "l personally ~tm 
opposed to abortion." Although, he 
said be's not going to 1ty to change 
the Supreme Court ruling that stated 
abortions are legal. 
Some students there said, 
however, that Coleman has gone 
from pro-choice to pro-life as many 
limes as he has run for a top office in 
Virginia. 
The independent didn't stick to 
the issues tbe entire time, though. He 
took some opponunities to say a few 
words about his opposition. 
Coleman said be believes Virginia 
voters want an alternative to North 
and Democratic candidate Chuck 
Robb. "I think they wmu a chance to 
say no lO Robb, no to North and no to 
Cllnton all at the same time." 
He also said he believes North 
violated and broke an oath . to the 
nation. 
LAIPLJ~~ri•:Jun;ln phowgraphtr 
Marshall Coleman stands In front of Wilson Hall on Friday, explaining his platforms for the Senate. 
While listing his political stance, 
some Oliver North supporters asked 
questions that were disregarded by 
Coleman, who often opted only to 
address those who were clearly 
supporting him or those wbo hadn't 
made up their minds yet. 
"I joined the Republican Party 
because I thought we could advance 
civic virtue,'' Coleman said, 
something be said he doesn't think 
North is capable of. _ 
to be on the university's Board of 
Visitors and is in touch w.ith thjs part 
or the state since he was born in 
Sll\unton and raised in Waynesboro. 
thrilled that we gave studen ts a 
chance to hear what he had to say." 
Rushing is forming a nonpanisan 
group, Students for Virginia, at JMU 
that will look at political candidates 
and suppon the best one. The group 
is expected to start being actively 
involved in poUticaJ discussions next 
semester. "I think he's easily a man 
of integrity," Rushing said. "He 
doesn't put ideology above reality." 
freshman Gary Basnett. is Robb. 
"It just isn't acceptable to have a 
senator that represents that 
character,'' Basnett said, adding that 
Scott Pinsker, chairman of 
College Republicans. said, "I'm 
supporting Oliver North because I 
think he's the best candidate to bring 
change to Virginia. He's never 
backed down to what be believes ln." 
From July 1972 to January 1973, 
Coleman served on JMU's Board of 
Visitors and resigned once he was 
elected to the state House of 
Delegates. 
Nonh is a convicted felon. • 
"I'm not an extreme Coleman 
supporter . .. I'm leaning to 
Coleman's side," he said. North supporter Eddie Wright 
said, '1 think Mr. Coleman is afraid 
to answer the question I have to ask 
him." 11le unanswered question he 
wanted to ask was: You ran for 
governor, and lost, ran for lieutenant 
Coleman said JMU students 
should vote for him because he used 
'1llis is a great school here, and I 
want to see JMU and other great 
schools prosper," Coleman said. 
Senior Colin Rushing said, "I was 
Someone who doesn't have much 
integrity or character, according to 
Coleman left Harrisonburg on 
Friday for Richmond with bis present 
from Clean Up Congress. a black T-
shin that said. "Virginia is for lovers 
not liars." 
Lecture focuses D_n progress of women and legal issues 
by Coletta Roalf 
contributing writer 
Times are changlna for women, especially 
in the worlcplace and in the courtroom. 
In an effort to determine tbe legaJ 
environment for women, the Women's Issues 
Network sponsored a lecture by speaker Helen 
Nonon, deputy director of work and family 
programs for the Women' s Legal Defense 
Fund. 
The Women 's Legal Defense Fund was 
founded in 1971 in an effort to support 
women's courtroom battles against inequality, 
Norton said. 
"The lhinas that women care most about are 
their family and their jobs. We are an 
organization dedicated to •.. expanding 
opportunities at work, at home and in publlc 
life." she said. 
Since the 1970s the focus of the fund bas 
switched from direc:t Utl&aLion to changing 
pUblic: policy. 
The Women' s Legal Defense Fund is 
"taking existing policy and making it happen," 
Norton said. 
According to Norton this change occurred 
because of the shift to a conservative judiciary 
and a more cooperative Congress. 
There ore three major areas or the Defense 
Fund: employment issues, health rights and 
family law, Norton said. 
According to Norton, in the past, women 
were expected to adjust their lives for the 
workplace, but now "the workplaces are 
TODD LAPLANTEI.rtruor plt.orograpMr 
Helen Norton from the Women'• Lepl 
o.lenM Fund, apolw .t 'Women .net 
the law' Oct. 20 In CMndler Hell. 
changing," according to Norton. 
The first significant legislation protecting 
women in the workplace is title seven of the 
Civil Rights Act oT 1967. This act guaranteed 
that although businesses don't have to treat 
everyone well. they mu st treat everyone 
equally, Norton said. 
Norton said that perhaps the biggest concern 
among women in the workplace is equal pay. 
The Equal Pay Act states that people who do 
the same jobs should get equal pay. The 
difficulty with enforcing this oct is that it is 
difficult to determine the value of jobs in order 
to determine equality, she said. 
Gabriella Guccia, a senior history major and 
member of WIN. said she is "confident" that 
tbe workplace for women will improve during 
her lifetime. 
"I can't see us standing for this [inequality) 
too much longer." she said. 
Guccia also said she feels that access to 
abortion. especially for minors, and equal pay 
are the most important legal issues facing 
women. 
The Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 
is an example of recent legislation that has 
improved working conditions for women and 
anyone with a family to care for, Nonon said. 
According to Norton, the act provides 
pregnant employees with the same leave 
entitled to employees with other health care 
conditions, for example. heart attack victims. 
The Women's Legal Defense Fund was a 
strong supporter of the Family and Medical 
Leave Act, which passed under the Clinton 
administration. 
The Family and Medical Leave Act 
provides up to 12 weeks or unpaid leave for 
family emergencies. Norton said. 
Another significant issue for women in the 
workplace is sexual harassment. Because there 
is more publicity about sexual harassment 
claims, reco rd numbe rs or women are 
encouraged to come forth and file cases of 
sexual harassment because they feel more 
protected in doing so. No non said. 
According to Norton. the Civil Rights Act 
of 1991 was an imponant step in providing 
wo(Jlell with more protecli<>n while they are in 
the workplace and some recourse if they are 
sexually harassed. The act provides damages to 
people who suffer from sexual harassment. The 
abusers may also suffer punitive damages 
under this act. 
Although the "American landscape Is 
changing," and improvements are being made, 
Norton said there are things for people to do at 
home to support the effons of women in the 
workplace. 
Voting in elections and writing to members 
of Congress is an effective way to make 
changes, she sai d. According to Norton. 
Congress listens to its constituents. and letters 
from the public give congressmen the courage 
to vote. 
Dr. Roger Soenksen, professor of speech 
and mass communication, said he believes the 
woricplace has changed for women bot that h 
could still use some work. 'The environmeru 
has changed but it could stand to be Improved 
further." Soen.ksen said. 
Milia Sue Wisecarver. director of WIN and 
an assistant sports infonnation director, said 
she also feels there can be improvement in the 
workplace for women. 
She said there has been "improvement in my 
working career. but there are st1ll men with 
more credibility sometimes just because 
they're men." 
Wisecarver felt Nonon's speech was two-
fold. 
"She gave me some hope ... hut I also 
realize how difficult in the fUture it will be." 
she said. 
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Skydive Virginia! 
SkydM Yi'Binla offers a prof11llo.1llllnnuctloftll 
111ft that bas traiDed thousaDda of people to skydive, 
30+ ,_. ol ,.ltut:llonll..,.,.,, a clean facility, 
& a student safety record unsurpassed In 1hls 
area. Fmd out what other JMU students have expcrienced. ......... the 
-ultimate freefall fantasy" with Skydive Virginia in Louisa, VA. For 
brochure with JMU & VOUP rlscofj~;_ . ' 
1 .. _ soO- 414- DIVE o · · · · ~-.;;;3f 
I I 
".Where professionalUm & •afety.,. JHIIYIIIIOUnt." 
Tlze ultimate higlt-perfonraance tire. 
Because you bougltt your car for 
a reason. SIZE PRICE 
195/SOZR JS $139 
22SISOZR IS $167 
P24SI50ZR IS Sl75 
P2451SOZR 16 $171 
225/55ZR 16 $175 
\YHATISTHE 
d/1111 .. ,,. .. ,,. 
The ZOO CAGE is the entire 
.. 
section at the SoUth end of the 
·Convocation Center. at men's 
basketball games. This section will 
contain the 608 reserved seats for 
ZOO CAGE members. 
WHATARETHE 
BENEFITS OF ZOO 
CAGE MEMBERSHIP? 
• Preferred seating at men's home basketball. 
games. 
• FREE t-shirt, exclusive to members. 
• Exclusive giveaways. 
• Television exposure. 
• Special functions with Lefty and the players. 
• Buttons with ZOO CAGE logo. 
• Possible trips to away games. 
Available to the first 
608 students only .. on 
a first come--ftrst 
serVe basis 
SIGN-UP DATES: 
Tuesday, .November L 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Wedn~day, November 2. 10 a.m. -2 p.m. 
SIGN-UP LOCATIONS: 
Business Building (Zane Showker) Lobby, 
the commons. and Library Entrance 
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JMU shows support for Cantp Heartland 
Eight HN-infected children speak 
to promote A1DS awareness 
by Cluil 'I1eraiD 
stQ,ffwrlter 
Ryu Chedester is just Uke any 
ocher 12-yar-old. He likes to listen 
eo rock 'n' roll naWc. stays up lite to 
wa&cb .. Beavis and Buttbead" and 
plays buketball. But Ryan bad to 
quit his basketball team after aome 
parents would not let their children 
play witb Ryan because he bad 
AIDS. 
Ryan, who is a hemophiliac, spenc 
one week at Camp Heartland Jail 
summer after finding out he was 
infected two years aao from a blood 
transfusion. 
"lt was really the best week of my 
Ufe," Ryan said of the summer camp. 
"Before I went, no one really 
knew tbM I had AJDS," he said. 1 
told my mom I'm tired of not telling 
anyone. Now I know I should live 
each day 10 my fullest." 
For nearly two hours Friday 
afternoon. JMU students pecked into 
Wilson Hall Auditorium to listen to 
eight re:m.bble stories of life. 
Ufe witb AIDS. 
Eight cbildral between the qes of 
10 and 20 who are infected with or 
affected by the HIV virus visited 
campus this weekend as a part of 
Camp Heartland. 
disease and the people who suffer 
from it. 
Neil Willenson, executive camp 
director and founder of Camp 
HeMiancl, bas led the camp' 1 growth 
to an eorolhnent of 250 chjldren 
nationwide. 
He wanted to give HIV-Infected 
ebildreo the chance to lltCnd summer 
camp the way be did as a child, he 
said. 
For two weeks each summer, 
children wbo have been infected with 
HIV, as well as their friends and 
family, come together to a camp 
wbere everyone can express tbeir 
feelings in a comfortable atrno$phere, 
Willen.son said. 
..1 view my time with children 
with AIDS and their frienda and 
families as a dance." Willenson said. 
.. Because everything they do is 
beautiful" 
The visit was largely made 
possible by JMU student Jennifer 
Robbins, Virginia coordinator for 
Camp Heartland. 
The AIDS awareness project 11 
JMU turned out to be a greaa success, 
Robbins said. 
Members of the camp, which was 
founded two years qo, are traveling 
on a Journey of Hope bus tour to 
promote awareness of the deadly 
Tbe week long fund-raising events 
culJninated with the presentaaion of a 
check for $12,807.70 to Camp 
Heartland at the Homecoming 
football game against the College of 
William and Mary on SatUrday. 
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NICKI CAMPBELUstaffplrotogropMr 
Hydela BI'OIIdbent, ege 10, •lka to • volunteer from the eudlence llbout wMt It le like to ltve wtth HIV/ 
AIDS In Wlleon Hell on Frldey. Broadbent Is on the Cemp Heerttend tour to promote AIDS ew.-.neu. 
Lecturer focuses on experiences, 
problems of alcoholic families 
by lUck Thompson 
conJributing writer 
About 4,000 JMU students are the 
chil4len of alcoboUc parents, according to 
RandY Haveson, JMU substance abuse 
counselor. 
Haveson, a recovering alcohol and drug 
addict, spoke to about 20 students Thursday 
niJhl in "Oel Real, It's Not Your Fault: 
Orowfna Up in an Alcoholic Family," one-of 
the final proarams of Alcohol Awareness 
Week. 
For about an hour, Haveaon spoke about 
the typea of alcoboUc families, tbe effects 
alcoholism In the family bas on children and 
where adult children of alcoboUcs can get 
helpatJMU. 
Accordina to Haveson, •'There are two 
types of alcoholic famlUes ... the disengaged 
and tbe enmeshed." 
The disengaaed family, Haveson said, 
consists of family members who are detached 
from ucb other, tending to keep to 
lbemselvcs. 
Haveson said the enmeshed family tends 
to oonsiJt of family ~ who "ai' blend 
lOJtlber with diffic:u)ly lellina them apa."1 
.. It's very hard to tell where one ])CTSOn 
begins and another e"ds" in an enmeshed 
family, Havaon said. 
Both types of familiea have cenajn key 
figures in common. 
At tbe forefront of the alcoholic family, 
Haveson said, is the alcoholic, who is the 
primuy source oftbe problem. 
The spouse of the alcoholic, however, 
uaually playa the role of tbe chief enabler, 
who "blocks for the alcoholic, to bring in 
football terminology," he said. 
Building a front means protecting and 
defending the alcoholic and his or her 
problem. he said. 
However, chief enablers won't see 
themselves u part of the problem. '"Too often 
I've asked the chief enabler figu~ to act help, 
and they ' ll say, 'Oh no, I don 't have a 
problem. He's the one who needs help,'" 
Haveson said. 
Often the problems created by the 
alcoholic and the chief enabler fall onto their 
children, who tit into apecitic roles as well. 
Haveson said, "The hero figure is the 
overachiever, the one who is always pushing 
to do as much as possible, as weU as posslble. 
~ lost child is the lonely child you see 
in the corner of a crowded cafeteria," 
Haveson said. He went on to compare the lost 
child to Kevin from the "Home Alone" 
movies. 
Most alcoholic families also have a 
scapegoat, on which the parents tend to lay 
all the blame, and some families also have a 
mascot, who is a spoiled, pampered child 
who hides his or her contempt for the 
alcoholic. 
1bcre are no clear-all lines between these 
roles, according to Haveson. and a child can 
go from being a hero to being a scapegoat in 
a matter of weeks. 
The chiJd of an alcoholic tends to carry 
three main characteristics into adulthood: 
guilt. fear and loneliness. Haveson said. 
Tbe guilt is instiUcd at an early age by the 
chief enabler, who may tell children, "Calm 
down. You know your father isn't in a good 
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Speaker discusses GA'IT benefits 
by Katy Larldn 
staff writer 
U.S. trade policies, economic growth and 
the possible effects of tbe Oeneral Agreement 
on Trade and Tariff (GATI) were discussed by 
the U.S. trade representative for Economic 
Affairs and chief economist. 
As part of the Visiting Scholars lecture 
series, David Walters spoke Wednesday in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre to about 100 students, 
faculty and business associates from the 
Harrisonburg atea 
Walters took a look at empirical studies 
done on economic growth and the Issue of 
trade policy. 
"Trade policy is all about achieving 
structural change, opening markets, creating 
business opportunity and job opportunity to 
enhance the long-term growth rate for tha 
economy," Walters said. 
.. Growth of the economy is largely in your 
hands. not in the bands or the government . . . 
in the bands of the private sector. The federa.l 
government· is not controlling the overall 
growth rate of the economy ... the things the 
government can do are really quite limited," he 
said. 
1'rade policy is one of those discreet tools 
rbe government has in order to enhance 
opportunity to the private sector to be taken 
advantage of in order to somewhat move up the 
growth rate,'' be said. 
He said each year the Commerce 
Department does a study of the number of 
Americans who are employed to produce the 
basket of U.S. exports and found that the 
United States exported more than $600 billion 
last year in goods and services. 
It requiteS the work of roughly 10.5 biiUon 
Americans to produce that basket of goods. 
Because (U.S.) trade has been rising very 
rapidly, tbe number of people working to 
produce those exports has been rising very 
rapidly , Walters said. 
He said people with jobs supported by 
exports on average have a wage that is 17 
percent higher than the U.S. national wage. 
"Most people who have looked at [this 
study) have concluded that trying to get the 
benefit hom trade on the labor side, what you 
co,~ne out with is that by reducing barriers to 
trade .. . we expand lbe total aim of trade," 
Walters said. 
He added that by doing so. as trade opens 
over time, higher productivity will create 
higher paying jobs, whjch would mean higher 
standards or living for workers. 
According to Walters, the studies on 
economic growth and trade policies do not 
measure growth effects but look at how the 
United States can use its current resources 
better, and in looking at these studle. trade 
representatives come up witb the figure for 
enhancement to the gross national product of 
the United States. 
.. H you can increase the economy by I 
percent by the next year, you added two-tenths 
of a point to the future immediate protrades of 
tbe economy. Ten to 20 years out. you start to 
feel the effects in your standard of living." he 
said. 
Walters also looked at tbe basic idea in the 
Uruguay Round, the GATT, which is now 
before CongJaS for consideration. 
Roben E. Holmes, dean of the College of 
Business, said Walters primarily talked about 
the values of free trade - how it had changed 
over the years- and the Uruguay Round. 
He said Uruguay Round is ~lated to OA 1T. 
which is allempting to lower restrictions on 
trades worldwide with a goal to try to reduce 
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AAUP meeting, forUm deals 
with schedule, perceptions 
by WID CanaiDes 
contributing writer 
The American Association of 
University Professors is trying to 
work on Jiving students what they 
pay for and to make the public's 
perception of college professors and 
what they do more positive. 
At the Wednesday meeting of 
AAUP, which was also a forum that 
students were invited to attend, Dr. 
J.J. Leary, professor of chemistry, 
introduced a position paper that 
would give students the full I~ weeks 
of classes that they pay for, with 
students attending an equal number 
of Monday/Wednesday/Friday 
classes as 1\aesdayflbursday classes. 
The position paper proposed that 
c lasses should start on the first 
Monday that students are here. In 
order for students to get a beller 
chance to senle in around the school, 
all faciUties should be opened during 
the weekend before classes start. 
However, this change would not 
take place until the 1996-97 school 
year because, according to Leary, it 
is too late 1o0 try to change the starting 
date of school foe next year. 
To balance the classes, another 
extra day of classes could be taken 
by dolna away with fall break. These 
two days would then be added on to 
Thanksgiving break, wbich would 
make that break a full week, 
according lO the paper. 
By missing a fuD week of classes 
instead or one day for Fall Break and 
one day at the beginning or the 
semester, students would attend an 
equal number of 
Monday/Wednesday/Friday classes 
as they do Thesday!Thursday classes. 
Leary said this change would 
aUow srudeots who live farther away 
a better cbance to make it home, and 
it would also allow the univenity to 
save money by cutting orr the heat 
and electricity for the entire week. 
However, the exrra days added on 
to 'Thanksgiving break would take 
away JMU's only break between the 
time school stans and Thanksgiving 
break. which is a 12-week period. 
Leary said. '1 was talking with the 
Army, and they told me that when 
someone signs up that they go for 
eight weeks. 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week without break. followed 
by at the minimum of another six-
week period during which they have 
an advanced ttaining period. 
"That is an example of where 
people come right out or high school 
and go for more than 12 weeks 
without a break. So it seems to me 
that the leaders of the next generation 
could probably do the same thing," 
Leary said. 
Two other days per semester that 
are not strictly academic days that 
were listed in the position paper as 
being possibilities to be taken out of 
AAUP pags11 
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Senate proposes 
changes to calendar 
by Becky Mulligan 
faculty reporter 
The Faculty Senate's proposed 
changes to the academic calender 
were sent to Vice President for 
academic affairs Bethany Oberst 
last week. 
If accepted, the proposal would 
change future academic calenders 
begiMing with the 1995-96 school 
year, said Faculty Senate Speaker 
Dom Peterson at the senate meeting 
Thursday. 
Faculty Senate proposed that the 
Monday and Tuesday before 
ThanksgiVIng break should be 
made holidays, according to 
Peterson. 
To make up for the lost class 
time, Faculty Senate proposed to 
cut fall break and reading day. 
The exam schedule would then 
run from either Monday through 
Saturday or Sunday through Friday 
to give students more time to study. 
The current exam week runs 
Saturday through Friday. 
According to Assistant Vice 
President for academic affairs John 
Noftsinger, the Academic Council, 
where the proposal was sent, plans 
to discuss the proposal at its 
meeting today. 
The recommended route for 
review of all major issues such as 
this Is to go from the Academic 
Council to the Administrative 
Council before final approval or 
disapproval from the University 
Council. 
The Student Government 
Association also plans to discuss 
the proposal at its next meeting on 
Oct. 25, according to SGA 
President Jen Mabe. 
The original proposal, by Sen. 
Ric Thompson of lhe sociology and 
anthropology department at the 
Oct. 6 Faculty Senate meeting, was 
sent to the Faculty Senate's steering 
committee to get feedback from the 
different departments and faculty 
recommendations. 
Peterson sent a memo to Oberst 
on Oct. 19 about calendar 
suggest ions from the steering 
committee of the Faculty Senate. 
The proposal actually sent by 
the steering commiuee to Oberst 
was a simpler, modified version of 
the original proposal, he said at the 
meeting. 
One point that was dropped was 
having fall classes begin on 
Monday and not the usual Tuesday 
before Labor Day. 
Peterson said the steering 
committee found there was not 
enough time for a decision to be 
made on holding classes that 
Monday for the next year. 
Individual senators supported 
changing the university calendar 
for different reasons. 
At the Oct. 6 meeting , Sen . 
William Voige of the chemistry 
department. said t.he proposed 
schedule was beuer for lab 
sciences, citing that if a lab is 
canceled on a certain day of the 
week, that is a week's less lab. 
"A simpler schedule has a 
tremendous advantage to us," 
Voige said. 
The Monday of Thanksgiving 
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Former professor uses words, paint to explain Chinese art 
by Brian Tetro 
staff writer 
Sometimes a momentary glance is 
worth more than a thousand words. 
Fonner Washington and Lee art 
professor 1-Hsiung Ju made a 
presentation on Chinese art 
incorporating both lecNre and live 
painting in Burruss Hall on 
Thursday. 
Sponsored by the Asian Studies 
Committee and JMU's Asian 
American Student Association, Ju 
spoke to more than I 00 people about 
how he learned to master lhe art of 
Chinese calligraphy. 
The presentation was the second 
of three programs coordinaaed by the 
Asian Studies Forum. 
Ju said he began painting as a 
child and bas been painting 
throughOut his life, including when 
he was in the Chinese army. 
As rounder of the Art Farm 
Gallery in Lexington, Ju currently 
teaches Students how to become 
skilled in Chinese calligraphy. 
"Only by practice can one become 
a great artist. When I was growing 
up, I was never told lhat my works 
were good but only that I could do 
better. 
"Because of this. I practiced more 
and more and worked harder to 
perfeet my Chinese art," Ju said. 
While practice is required of a 
great artist, Ju also said that patience 
is just as importanL 
"One must be patient as a new 
artist and pay attention to the basics 
before moving onto more challenging 
art. 
.. My art students always want to 
paint a tiger as their first assignmenL 
However, I teU them they must paint 
trees and then build off or that as 
they get better," Ju said. 
Ju stressed that a true Chinese 
artist must be well-rounded and 
ski lied in other areas outside of 
Chinese calligraphy. 
"A Chinese scholar must be not 
only a painter but also a poet and a 
philosopher. As a scholar, people 
judge you by bow good your 
calligraphy is. 
"In this way, calligraphy can be 
your dress." Ju said. 
JtJ also stressed that greatness in 
art is measured by how accessible it 
is to the public. 
"Being great is being able to 
extend one's love to everyone," Ju 
said. 
''For instance, my dad was not 
great because. although he loved me 
dearly, he did not care about the boy 
down the block. However. Dr. Sun 
Yat-sen, founder of the Kuomintang 
Chinese revolutionary party, was 
great because he cared for all people 
in China. 
"Great art. in tum, are worn of art 
· that are not limited by nationality 
but, rather, have a timeless quality 
about them that makes them 
accessible to all," Ju said. 
Ju said he believes that if one 
cannot be a great artist, then lhey 
should become a teacher. 
"Kindergarten means garden for 
the young. In this way being a 
teacher is like taking care of young 
plants as they grow and flourish ." 
Ju stated that Chinese art differs 
from Western art in the subjects 
artists choose to paint. 
"Chinese art is concerned with a 
very small portion of nature where 
the artist imagines that they are right 
!here. 
"In contrast. Western an, such as 
tbe work of Michelangelo, 
emphasizes buildings and the human 
body in its art," Ju said. 
Many students said they were 
impressed with Ju's presentation on 
Chinese art. 
Asian American Associatjon vice 
president senior Beau Tilley said, '1 
thought the presentation was 
extremely interesting especially since 
right now, I am trying to learn how 
to paint. 
"I also enjoyed the different 
elements of Asian philosophy that he 
discussed in his presentation," 1illey 
said 
According to Michelle Esguerra, 
president of the Asian American 
Association, "I really liked the way 
he demonstrated his painting skills as 
he spoke about Chinese an." 
MELISSA PALLADINOIIIa.ff pllntoJlrnplltr 
1-Halung Ju, fonner professor of ert at WM hlngton and Lee, 
demonatnttea Chinese calligraphy Thursday nfght In Burruaa Hall. 
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WE CJ\N PUT MONEY IN YOUR POCKEl-S. ASK Us HCJ\V. 
• It's not too earlJ to get apartments for '95- '961 Bzperience 11JabJ Crouiag'a 
• lpplJ now and get a head start! 
Find the light I 
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Full S~rviccz Pharmacy fivailablcz 
r- \ -, 
Always Good. Always Fresh. 
Always Kroger. 
A SSORTED VARIETIES $ g:~~:::.~~~ ...... 1/toz. f'9 
"IN THE DEL/ DEPT• 
FROM OUR BAKERY ~:,:a~~~--------· 6ct fiJ 
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French Fries .................. 52-oz. :I -
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FRIED TENDERS OR BREAST 
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Students sell, design ads for campus phone book 
by Nei-Marie .......,...., 
stll/1 writer 
While some students spent their 
summen working in maJJ shops and 
restaurants. six JMU students gained 
experience selling and designing ads 
for the campus directory. 
Spoosored by tbe nation's largest 
publisher of campus telephone 
directories, Univenity Directories, 
the 10-week summer internship gives 
students the opportunity ro gain 
experience in the field of sales and 
management 
This company has been serving 
JMU since 1978. University 
Directories has been offering this 
propam 10 students since 1974. 
Ben Lawrence, regional sales 
manager for University Directories 
and a JMU alumnus,said, "In 
addition 10 the $3,400 10 $5,000 you 
are going to make in 10 weeks [with 
the summer program], it's one of the 
best resume builders you could ever 
put on your resume." 
According to a University 
Directories press release, three of the 
six students. marketing majors senior 
Uman Bakshi and junior Greg 
Loomis, and senior poUtJcal science 
major Jeannie Robeson have made 
"great leaps forward in preparing for 
their post-graduation job hunt." 
The three JMU students finished 
in the top I 0 in tbe Northeast region 
among 170 sales representatives for 
University Direc:tories. 
This is based on either the total 
dollar amount of ads sold by the 
individual over the 10 weeks, or the 
percentage the student reached of his 
or her goal. 
Tbe three J MU students who 
made tbe top 10 sold 110 perct~nt of 
their goal, according to Lawrence. 
The three other JMU students who 
participated in the project were 
work on a personal and professional 
level at the same time." 
According to Lawrence. there are 
three qualifications one needs to 
successfully participate in this 
program: self-motivation, good 
"We hire a lot of enthusiastic and 
hard-working college students for the 
" summer. 
Ben Lawrence 
regional salei-director, University Directories 
marketing majors junior Todd 
Holmes, senior lan Jones and senior 
Shannon O'Hara. 
The program included a week 
long training session for all 
participants in Chapel HiU, N.C., and 
I 0 weeks of field experience, 
according to the company. 
The students focused on selling 
11ds to new customers, designing 
these ads and encouraging previous 
customers to renew their ad. 
According to Loomis, a 
qualification one needs to 
succes$fully participate in the 
program is "high motivation because 
a boss is not looking over your 
shoulder telling you what to do. 
"Also, you need to have a 
knowledge of what you're selling 
and know your presentation. You 
have to be able to communicate but 
not sound like a salesperson," be 
said. "Finally, you need to be able to 
communication s.k.ills, and the desire 
to be a good team player. 
Loomis said the best part of the 
job was dealing with 30 to 40 
businesses every day on a 
professional level. 
Loomis said he discovered bow 
"influential this experience has been" 
after talking to his friend, who also 
worked for University Direc:tories. 
He said, "(My friend] recently 
went 10 a job interview. He said that 
the University Directories experience 
was tbe highlight of his resume. 
"The interviewer said to him, 
'Tell me what you did with 
University Directories. Tell me what 
it entailed.' They were very 
interested with what he did and how 
be performed In the job," Loomis 
added. 
University Directories recently 
developed a placement agency that 
aids in finding jobs for students who 
Heartland- ---------
continued from page 5 
"We got a lot of support," 
Robbins said. "It was reaUy 
encouraging to see all the student 
support." 
In a campuswide fund-raising 
competition, representatives from the 
Office of Residence Life won first 
place for tbe amount of donations. 
Sigma Kappa and Alpha Chi 
Omega, both social sororities, 
finished second and third in the 
competition. 
Other Greek orgaruutions also 
raised money for Camp Heartland 
through a week long competion on 
the commons. 
The HIV virus is growing at a 
rapid rate where everyone, even our 
children, can be at risk. &<:cording to 
WiiJenson. 
"These children did not have a 
choice," be said, about contracting 
HIV. "But you and I do." 
Jonathan Swain, an 11-year-old 
from Des Moines, Iowa, was infected 
when he was two days old from a 
blood transfusion. But that has not 
slowed him down one bit, he said. 
"Just because 1 have AIDS doesn't 
mean my dreams can't come true," 
he said. 
Ten-year-old Hydeia Broadbent, 
from Las Vegas, said she has not let 
the AIDS virus dampen her dreams. 
Infected with the virus at birth, she 
bas blossomed into a singer, dancer 
and ice skater. But to thousands of 
people nationwide, she has been an 
educator. 
"I am not going to let AIDS put a 
leash on me," Hydeia said. "I want to 
put a leash on AIDS." 
According to Wi llenson, AIDS 
awareness must begin first with each 
individual as the world searches for a 
cure..-
"The fact is that AIDS is 100 
percent preventable," WiiJenson said. 
"And it stans with each one of us." 
Willenson discussed what many 
are calUng the domino effect In terms 
of the spread of HlV. 
When one person becomes 
infected, a whole generation is put at 
risk, he said. . 
"Everyone deserves to Live with 
digmty and respect," Willenson said. 
"AIDS is something that we cannot 
run away from." 
The virus has had devastating 
effects on thousands of families. 
Though not diagnosed with AIDS, 
17-year-old Cberwonda O'Neal has 
literally lived with it. Cherwonda 
runs track at her high school in 
Detroit and last year ran in the All-
City Track Championships. 
But Cherwonda has not run from 
reality. 
Her mother was infected with HIV 
and was not tested before the virus 
was passed along to three of her four 
daughters. 
Cberwonda is the only one who 
did not get infected. 
Cherwonda's younger sister died 
from the virus on her eighth birthday 
and that inspired Cherwonda to 
dedicate her life to fighting AIDS. 
According to Cherwonda, being 
open about AIDS is the first priority. 
"If you are not sure 1f you have it. 
get tested," she said. "It is not just 
your life, it could be someone 
else's." 
A writer for her school 
newspaper, Cherwonda read her 
poem entitled "To be or not to be. 
infected with H1V ." 
The message was that our future 
and families rely on the choices 
made by each of us. 
"I hope that every one of you will 
malce the right choice," Cherwonda 
said. "And have a family tree that can 
grow with all its limbs." 
Wi llenson and IS other 
participants are currently visiting 
college campuses along the East 
Coast to promote the Journey of 
Hope. 
Camp Heartland visited 1MU last 
year and the university raised $5,000 
for the camp. 
JMU is one of the strongest 
supporters of the AIDS awareness 
efforts, Willenson said. 
According to Robbins, the 
tremendous support this year by JMU 
students will malce next year's Camp 
Heartland something to look forward 
to. 
The camp and the children have 
brought much inspiration to 
Willenson. 
'The children are what make it so 
great," he said. "Some say that it is 
sad; some say it is reality, I can now 
say it is inspiring." 
1M U sophomore Brian Lillie was 
one of the many students inspired by 
Camp Heartland. 
'This really shows' the goodness 
of the world and the efforts that 
people g ive and don' t get much 
credll for," he said. 
The Journey of Hope AIDS 
Awareness Tour will visit more 
colleges along the East Coast. The 
tour will end with a trip to Disney 
World. 
have participated in the summer 
program once they have graduated. 
Lawrence said, "We hire a lot of 
enthusiastic and hard-working 
college studems for the summer. A 
lot of them perfonn well and possess 
the kind of experience and 
personality that auract a lot of 
Fortune 500 companies." 
Most positions found through the 
placement agency are in sales, he 
said. Some of the companies that 
recruit from University Directories 
are: Automatic Data Processing, 
Wallace Computer, Shaw Industries, 
Abbott Pharmaceuticals, 
Northwestern Mutual Life and 
AeroTek, Lawrence said. 
"There are a lot of industries that 
are interested in hiring students who 
succeed 10 our summer program for 
full-time positions," he said. 
Lawrence added, "So if you 
succeed through the University 
Directories' summer program, there 
are tremendous opportunities for you 
following your graduation," he said. 
On the average, many of the jobs 
available through the placement 
program pay anywhere from $32,000 
to $40,000 their first year. be said. 
According to Lawrence , 
University Directories hires about 
300 s tudents nationwide per year. 
The main recruiting season is during 
February and March, when the 
company is out at schools 
interviewing people. be said 
"But anyone who is interested in 
contacting me or University 
Directories before then is more than 
welcome to. The sooner you start to 
contact a company, the more serious 
it appears that you are about working 
with them," Lawrence said. 
Loomis said. "Most people find 
out about this program through the 
recruiters who go to the colleges and 
universil.les. I simply called them up, 
sent in my resume the next day, set 
up an interview and got the job." 
All of the JMU students stayed in 
Harrisonburg for the job except for 
Robeson, who worked at University 
of Richmond and WiiJiam & Mary. 
Lawrence said, "There are a lot of 
travel opportunities for people in our 
program. We service approximately 
65 different universities all across the 
country." 
He added, "If you are asked to go 
to a different university to sell 
advertising for the summer, we' ll 
take care of your accommodations 
and travel to get there." 
Arter completing the one-week 
trairung session, employees are given 
I 5 percent commission for each 
advertisement sold. 
Loomis said, "1 was surprised 
about the pay. We had 10 weeks to 
hi t our goal. I hit it in eight. so during 
the remaining two weeks. I got 20 
percent. One day I sold over $3,000 
worth of ads. That's $600 of pay for 
that day." 
He said there were days he 
wouldn' t sell anything, so it evened 
OUL On average, he said he made S 13 
an hour. approximately $5,000 
overall. 
Lawrence said he knew how 
difficult it can be to enter the job 
market out of coiJege. "However, the 
opportunities are there if the students 
know how to grasp them," he said. 
ROGER WOLLENBERGisraffphotographu 
Look out below 
Seniors Juvonla Earle (I) and Kimberly Gilmer (r) take part 
In the bungee run during the Colleg!Me HeaJth and Fltness 
Tour Friday afternoon on the commons. 
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Climate Task Force sponsors talks 
The JMU Climate Task Force is sponsoring a second series of 
focus groups Nov. I as a follow-up to tbe initial series of focus 
groups held in July. 
The focus groups. which will be facilitated by JMU 
counselors Dr. Linda Loeber, Dr. Alan Scbwitzer. Tom 
Metzinger and Shirley Cobb-Peters, will be held in Taylor Hall. 
rm. 400 on Nov. l. 
Faculty, staff and students are inviled to participate and can 
call x6986 by Oct. 27. 
The goal of the focus groups will be to pinpoint some of tbe 
concerns important to members of the JMU community by 
discu$$ing climate issues in need of further consideration and 
srudy. 
The focus group discussions will remain confidential. 
Upon completion of the second series of focus groups, the 
task force plans to hire a consultant to assist in designing a 
survey instrum~_l\l. after which a climate study will be 
conducted. 
The focus group schedule for Nov. I includes the following: 
Administrators will meet from 8-9:30 a.m. Classified staff will 
meet from 10-11 :30 a.m. Faculty will meet from I :30-3 p.m. 
Students will meet from 3:30-S p.m. 
NEWS FILE 
CSL offers Ideas for holiday service 
During the hoUdays several organizations and departments 
have food drives, clothes drives and toy drives. The Center for 
Service-Learning works with over 80 agencies in the 
Harrisonburg/Rockingham County that the JMU community 
serves. 
These agencies ofien contact CSL to request certain types of 
assistance. JMU organizations that are interested in planning a 
holiday service project may contact CSL to find out what needs 
are present in the communlty. 
For more information, call Candy or Kristen atx6366. 
Church sponsors Christmas Fair 
The Bridgewater Church of the Brethren's annual Christmas 
Fair will be beld on Nov. 12 from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. at 400 E. 
College SL in Bridgewater. 
Participants in the Christmas Fair can get an early sta.rt on 
their Christmas shopping and help suppon such worthy causes 
as Habitat for Humanity and the Heifer Project International. 
There will be gifi-malcing workshops for children and adults. 
creative and nonviolent toys will sold, homemade baked goods 
will be sold to benefit Refugee House and a free-will donation 
lunch will be served by the youth from I I :30 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. 
For more information ca11828-3711. 
Lecture to address local currency 
A lecture, "Local Currency for a Healthy Local Community," 
will be given at Rockbridge Regional Library on Oct. 27 at 7 
p.m. 
The presentation, given by Mel Leasure. will include a 
review of successful local currency programs that are creating 
economic democracy by creating money that stays in the local 
community. 
LocaJ currency is an ahemative to legal tender, being a 
private note usable only by/to those people who agree to use it. 
There will also be an explanation of t.he negative effects of 
our national money system on our social and national 
environment A question-and-answer session wiU foUow. 
Parade of Champions to return 
The 17th Annual Parade of Champions marching band 
competition will be held Oct. 29 in Bridgeforth Stadium 
beginning at 8 a.m. 
Fifty banru from four states are scheduJed to compete in the 
contest. sponsored by the JMU Marching Royal Dukes. 
The Marching Royal Dukes will perform during the 
festivities. 
Admission is $6 for adults and $3 for srudents and senior 
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by Greg Froom 
police nporter 
campus porece report the tolowing: 
Destruction of Public Preperty 
• An unidentified Individual allegedfy threw a rock In the 
maintenance pattdng lot at a JMt.J Eagle bus, bfealdng a wfndcw 
between 5 p.m. Oct. 17 and 2:45p.m. Oct. 18. 
• Unidentified lndlvkllals allegedly eet flte to posters on bulletin 
boards and discharged a fire extinguisher In the third-floor lobby of 
Wine-Price Hall between 12:01 a.m. and 7:24a.m. Ocl20. 
Det tructlon of Private Property 
• Unidentified lndlvidolls allegedly broke an antema off a car 
pa.r1(ed In H.Jot between 11 p.m. Oct.1 ~and 11 a.m. Oct. 20. 
Grand Larceny 
• lJnldentlfled Individuals degecly stole three bicycle$ from the 
Sigma Pi fraternity house between 11:55 p.m. Od.18 and 8:45a.m. 
Oct. 19 
• Visiting Scholar lecture: ·~topping Child Maltreatment: 
An Unrealistic Goal?" Ant.hony-Seeger Auditorium, 4 p.m. 
• Political Science Film Fest, "Fat Man &: Liule Boy," 
Carrier Library VCR Projection Room. 4 p.m. 
• EQUAL meeting, Taylor HaJJ, rm. 30S, S p.m. 
• Students for Coleman meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-S, 
S:30p.m. 
• Jonathan Balcombe from the Humane Society of Lhe 
United States will be speaking on the use of animals in Ufe 
science education. Taylor Hall. rm. 402, 7 p.m. 
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 400, 
7:30p.m. 
• "Exploring Israel Past and Present: A Summer Semester 
Abroad," brown-bag lecture, HiUcrest House, 12-1 p.m. 
• Amnesty International meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
Sp.m. 
• AERho meeting, Duke Hall, nn. M-209, 5:30p.m. 
• Caving Club meeting. Jackson Hall. rm. 2. 6 p.m. 
• University Class Organization Senior Class rnccting. 
Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 7 p.m. 
• lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship large-group meeting, 
Warren Hall Highlands Room, 7 p.m. 
• Gymnastics Club organizational meeting, Warren Hall 
Piedmont Room. 7 p.m. 
• HarmoQY Campus Awareness meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 402, 7 p.m. 
One blcyde Will a Clmolldlle 11100 21-epeed lnOIItlln biM 
Vllued II $750. 
Nto reponed stolen wu a Sedona A TX 21-tpeed mocMrtaln 
bike. Ill 88rill runbef Is GW218324, and Ill .NU decal runber Is 
186. 
A Giani Iguana 21-epeed mcmtaln bike valued at $G) s wa 
repoMd IIOien. lla llrial runber II GQ32&414. 
The bicycles r.,ortedty were lodced with a U-b:k from their 
frort wheels to frames but W8f8 not sea.tred to a 8tationaly objecl 
ArsoniFire Alarm Activation 
• Non-ttudent Brett E. Woeltel, 19, ol Fahfax, was &rf8lted and 
charged with arson and actlvlllng an IUIOmalic: fire alarm Oct. 18. 
Student Jonathan P. Lacroix, 18, ol Fairfax, was arrested and 
charged with being an accessory before the fact of aiSOn and 
adlvallng an IIJomatic fill alarm Oct. 18. 
The arrests stem from an inddent ol &riOfl in White Hal on Oct 
14. A smoke detector wu set off by bomlng paper taped to a 
window and plptf wu aet on fife in the basement of White Hall 
causing property damage to the Will at 3:25a.m. Oct. 14. 
The damage was estimaled at $60. 
• Madison Mediating Society meeting, S:30 p.m. Baker 
House. 
• Cittle K meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 6 p.m. 
· • Harmony Support Group meeting, Keezell HaJJ. rm. 303, 
?p.m. 
• Contemporary Gospel Singers rehearsal, Music Building, 
rm. 142. 7- 9:30p.m. Open to anyone. 
• Psychology Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 20S, 7 p.m. 
• Wesley Foundation hosts Dr. Elizabeth Neattour, 
speaking on her observations of spiritual renewal in the 
former Soviet Union, Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason St., 
7p.m. 
• Alpha Epsilon Delta meeting, hosting a representative 
from the Southern College of Optometry. Bunu$$ Hall, 
rm. 31,7: 1S p.m. 
• Symphonic And Concert Band concert, Wilson Hall 
Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
• JMU Young Democrats meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny 
Room,8 p.m. 
• First Right of JMU meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 31 1, 
9p.m. 
• Wesley Foundation Table Talk. Linda Conrad will 
address changes made to Carrier Library. Wesley 
Foundation. 690 S. Mason St., 12: IS p.m. Drinks provided. 
• Economics department semester series. "Price 
Discrimination and Qoe..Price Selling in the Market for 
Automobiles;' Zane Showlcer Hall, rm. 109.4 p.m. 
• C1eail Up Conpess meeting. Jackson Hall, fill. 103, 
7:30p.m. 
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contJnued from page 5 
mood riaht now," or thty may 
outrlaht blame tbe child with a 
remark lite. .. You're tbe oae wbo 
drove yoar rnocMriO dO this. .. 
The fear Ia created as children 
start to get older. 
When they pt older, they realize 
they have to make sure that no one 
finds out about the problems of the 
family. 
As children grow accustomed to 
this fear. jt manifesta itself in every 
aspect of the children's life. 
By the time they become 
adolescents, they will be afraid of 
malt.ing the simplest choices out of 
fear that "they may get discounted," 
Haveson said. 
This constant feeling of guilt 
and fear builds into •n .,.-. 
someone and then get betrayed, it 
reinforce• the fear of trusting, he 
added. 
PIMlly abe cbild leama not to talk 
about anytbina, lest be or she will 
betray the negative feelings built up 
inside. 
Haveson then went on to talk 
about how JMU students who grew 
up in alcoholic fami lies oan find 
help.· 
'There's a process a person goes 
through to get to the point or 
confronting" the problem. he said. 
Haveson then went on to describe 
how children of alcoholics can begin 
to deal with their pent-up emotions. 
''One or the best ways to do it is to 
write that unmalled letter or just keep 
a journal,'' he said. "Just find 
overwhelming sense of Ml--hol 
loneliness for childn:n. ~ 
a way to get those 
feelings on paper." 
The next step is 
to find someone to 
talk to. "It's a 
personal 
Usually, as children ~ 
try to find a way to ~ 
hide all these • 
negative feelings 
inside, they will ~·, 
become accustomed .., 
to putting up an 
emotional front. 
Haveson said. 
This protective barrier 
tends to leave children feeling 
isolated from any social setting 
they may be in. a feeling that will 
continue well into adulthood. 
On top of these characteristics, 
children will find themselves being 
governed by three rules: "Don't feel. 
don't trust and don't t.allc," Haveson 
said. 
"From a very early age a child 
finds his or her feelings and emotions 
being repressed by the parents ," 
Haveson said. 
.. When a child is told not to 
behave a certain way, he or she may 
start to think that it's wrong to be 
happy, or to be sad, and winds up 
thinlcing that it's wrong to feel at all," 
be added. 
Children also learn that they 
cannot trust anyone with all the 
coofljct inside, Haveson said. 
When they do try and confide in 
• decision . 
._ however," he 
• added. "You do it 
when you're 
ready." 
Haveson also Week addressed the issue or 
Inheriting the problem of 
alcoholism. 
"Studies have proven that the 
child or an alcoholic is four times 
more likely to become an alcoholic in 
adulthood than the child of parents 
who aren't alcoholics," he said. 
"A lot of children tend to grow up 
saying 'I will not be like my dad,' 
and they get so caught up in 
believing that they won't even see 
themselves falling into the trap," he 
said. 
There are two support groups for 
the adult children of alcoholics on 
campus, and Haveson made it clear 
that he would be willing to form as 
many as necessary. 
Haveson added that anyone who 
needed help could contact the 
Counseling and Student 
Development Center in Wine-Price 
HaJJ at x6SS2. 
Senate-------:.....--
contlnued from page 7 
week is considered a Monday. but 
Tuesday is considered a Friday until 
Sp.m. 
1'be rest of the world works with 
a regular calendar so why can't wer 
Boyd said. 
Sen. Catherine Boyd 
of the history 
department said the 
proposal made sense to 
her. 
Boyd said she thinks 
one or the reasons 
behind the calender 
change is the confusion 
about the current 
schedule at 
Thanksgiving break. 
Also II the meeting: 
• Executive Assistant to the Office 
of the President Jeff Nobel spoke to 
the Faculty Senate about the 
proposed principles relating to the 
Search Committee for academic 
positions. 
Tile logistics. such as how many 
faculty members should be on the 
Search Comm1ttee and the method 
for selecting those members, are still 
being worked out. SCilfltors said they 
were confused about the role of the 
Faculty Senate in these decisions. 
• The Student Relations Committee 
presented the answers to questions 
the Faculty Senate had of the 
admissions. 
The committee asked what 
categories were used to rank 
considerMion. 
appticanb and what 
weight each of those 
categories were 
given. 
A student's high 
school program of 
atudy, grade point 
average, class rank, 
SAT scores and 
experiences during 
high school years are 
what the admissions 
staff takes into 
At the meeting. several senators 
expressed concern about the 
"seemingly inconsistent" manner in 
how JMU selects students. 
• The Faculty Conoems Committee 
reponed it Is still looking into faculty 
parking tickets. Faculty member~ 
have had money owed from partung 
tickets deducted from their 
paychecks, according to the 
committee. 
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u.s. trade representatives announced proud of. The question is whether we 
tariffs between countries. 
"The ultimate goal of the 
economy and trade is to improve the 
standard of living for people in all 
these countries, especially the United 
States," Holmes said. 
Walters said Uruguay Round . 
which the U.S. trade representatives 
have been working on for IS years. 
will add 350.000 to 700,000 jobs. 
"We know through being able to 
use our resources more effectively 
and to increase the rate of return in 
the United States ... the economy is 
going to be bigger ... because we're 
going to be producing more a number 
or years from now if we can get rid 
of a lot of foreign barriers," he said. 
According to Walters. in 1985 
a more aggressive U.S. rrade poUcy will be able to do it in Uruguay 
to target foreign market barriers. who Round," Walters said. 
were restricting our ability to get our Walters said of the three top 
prodtlct into foreign markets. trading countries. the United States 
Walters said, over the past 10 has the broadest global tradi ng 
years the message has finally gotten business and that our particular 
through to developing countries that advantage in trade has been in 
cutting their own trade barriers is ooe producer goods more than consumer 
of the best things they can do to help goods. 
themselves. "We produce the things that are 
'1'here are a lot of barriers still out tools for economic growth." he said. 
there. We have a long way to go," he Finance major Alexe1 Kot lov. an 
said. international uchange student from 
.. Any area of government policy Russia, said, "It was very interesting 
- any joint endeavor or Congress. to find OUl the policy or [trade 
the president, all our private sectors representatives] and the position of 
-that can achieve [reducing barriers the American government toward 
to trade for economic growth] is . trade and business and to compare it 
something Americans should be with Europeans." 
ERICA BLEEG/senior phorographtr 
We've got spirit! 
Five JMU atudents show theJr school aplrft, and their chests, durfng the Homecoming football 
game agelnet the College of William & Mary Saturday afternoon. The Dukes won 33-7. 
AAUP--------~-------------------------contlnued from page 7 
the schedule are evaluation days and 
reading days. 
According to Leary, evaluation 
days should not interfere with 
-classes, but evaluation days could 
possibly be held during weekends. 
Leary said, "Reading days should 
also not interfere with classes. If this 
was a major problem for students 
who actually feel that they need the 
day to study. then I would suggest 
that exams run from Tuesday to 
Saturday ins tead of Monday to 
Friday. Then the Monday of exams 
could be used as a reading day.'' 
The second purpose of the 
meeting was to make the public's 
perception of college professors more 
positive and to explain how faculty 
members divide their time among 
teaChing. researching and service. 
Oany Perramond, the president of 
AAUP. said, "Our profession has 
become under serious attack in the 
last two years by people who seem to 
have serious misconceptions about 
how fa~ulty spend their time and 
beheve that facu lty workload and 
hours in the classroom are the same 
thing. 
"The purpose of thiS forum is to 
present a more realistic picture of 
what facu lty really do by letting 
some of our colleagues tell us and the 
public how they distribute their time 
between teaching. research and 
service," Perramond said. 
To explain what they do and to 
help change the public's perception, 
seven faculty members of JMU were 
asked by Perramond to tell abou t 
their jobs. 
Lee Congdon, professor of 
history; Jerry Coulter. professor of 
an; Gwendolyn Harris. instructor of 
kinesiology; Arnold Kahn, professor 
of psychology; Dorothy Ann Pabst. 
assistant professor of biology; John 
Palmer, associate professor of hotel-
restaurant management; and Matthew 
Reilly, professor of integrated 
science and technology discussed the 
various aspects of their jobs at the 
meeting. 
To some faculty , research seems 
to be a necessary evil. 
Congdon said. "Researching 
requires long hours in the library. it 
always involves long hours thinking 
about what we diSCO\er. and at takes 
long. long hours wrat1ng and 
rewming. It requares personal 
sacrifi ce and 11 requires 
commitment." 
According to Pabst . research 
benefits students by allowing them 
to share the exci tement of the 
professor in their research. 
"My personal philosophy is to be 
the very best educator that I can be. 
My job is to integmte my scholarship 
and field research into teaching my 
students, and it turns out that this is a 
wonderful job.'' Pabst said. 
Serv1ce is also an inevitable pan 
of teaching. 
Coulter said, "Our service 
genera lly revolves around ou r 
interest in the university. Again. I 
don't think that any of us can go into 
our office or studio and close the 
door and think that the university is 
going to take care of itself. Our 
service goes usually to trying to 
improve our lives as professors and 
the students' lives:• 
The public's perception of college 
faculty and of general educators as a 
whole is negative for several reasons. 
according to the professors. 
Caroline Marshall, professor of 
history. said, "America 1S profoundly 
anti- Intellectual wh1:n )OU start 
tall.ang about the life of the mind. It 
wanto, us ch1ldren to ha\C umversuy 
degree). but the population has very 
Jiule Interest in or comprehension or 
undefstanding of intellectual lire." 
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Why is patriOtism un-American? 
U nbelievably, the most pathetic and ridiculous debate of the Student Government Association is the one that hit publicity, first In Tht! Brult!, then in the Daily News·Rt!cord. and since has appeared in newspapers 
nationwide. 
Last week SGA immersed itself in a debate over whether the 
Pledge of Allegiance should be recited before SGA meetings. 
Astonishingly, the SGA Executive Council quashed the proposal 
after the student senate passed the bill. 
The SGA's explanation? 
That the proposaJ was too divisive. 
Some senators actually sa1d they felt that if a pledge is recited 
vowing aUegiance to the United States, a pledge should be 
recited for every nation in the world in order to be unbiased to 
the diversity of the ~hoot. 
We disagree. 
This suggestion is ludicrous. It is disgraceful to have a 
governing body in the United States unwilling to recite the 
Pledge of Allegiance. This political group attained its political 
freedom, rights and privileges from the United States. not 
another country. 
Undeniably, our campus, as well as the rest of the nation. is 
made up of diverse people who differ in race, religion, belief, 
lifestyle, intelligence, financial standing and, yes, country of 
origin. And yet, though we all come from different regions of 
the world, here we are, united on one land. 
Can we not stand united under one pledge of patriotism as an 
acceptance and celebration of our differences? Can we not find 
one thread that binds us together, not to cover our diversity, but 
to show ourselves and others that despite the variety of unique 
individuals, we all have at least that one thing in common? 
We, or our ancestors, all came here for different reasons, but 
the fact remains that we ore here now, despite our varied 
backgrounds. • 
We have gathered from nations far and wide. We should be 
able to celebrate this coming together and express our 
gratefulness for some opportunities that the United States have 
provided for us. 
Wherever we go in life. we should always keep our country of 
origin in our hearts. However, we do not need to recite a pledge 
of our allegiance for each nation on the face of the earth, 
because no matter where we come from, we all now congregate 
in the same nation. 
That the pledge was discriminatory toward other nations was 
not the only major argument against reciting it. 
Another senator said he felt that the pledge should not be 
rec1ted because it mentioned God and that God should not be 
brought into SGA mee1ings. 
We feel differently. 
Again the argument was based upon the faot that the world is 
made up of all different people, some who believe in a god, 
some who believe in many gods and some who believe that 
there is no god at all. 
We respect this but believe that the entire argument is bogus 
and unfitting. 
The Pledge of Allegiance is not a pledge to God but to our 
country. It is a pledge to the flag, to the republic, to Liberty, to 
one nation indivisible. Although God is mentioned. the pledge is 
DO( directed toward Him. 
Our narion seems to be headed toward a frightening state of 
being. Political Correctness is consuming us. Here is one 
demonstration of the extre01es we have stretched to in an 
attempt to not offend anyone. Sadly, this is where it has taken 
us. 
P.C. just might be getting out of hand It is a national issue, 
and therefore, when the SGA battled over one of our most 
beloved traditions, the battle was t.alcen out to face the nation. 
What a disgrace. 
Of all the important and impacting decisions the SGA has 
made regarding the students and the university as a whole, this 
one P.C. war. a trivial squabble, has hit the national new&Stand. 
It is disappointing to think the SGA spent valuable time and 
energy discussing a topic that shouldn't have been discussed at 
all. 
Two years ago, the SGA proposed a bill suggesting an 
American flag be displayed during SGA m~ngs. The issues 
that ensued included whether a Virginia flag should be displayed 
as well, who would pay .for the flag and where the flag would be 
put. 
Preposterous. 
We have repealed history. We have once again taken an issue 
that should have never been and wasted valuable time and 
energy bickering about it. 
The SGA should pass the proposal. If certain senators are 
truly opposed to reciting the pledge, they should simply not 
recite iL 
But the thought of a nation being unable to unite under a 
symbol of pride and patriotism is a sorrowful thing indeed. 
Tht! houst! editorial is writlt!n by a member of the t!ditorial 
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of tht! 
individual staff members. 
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Dare ••• 
A thanks-for-almosC~uashing-me dart to the 
insane drivers who speed across the crosswalk in 
front of Anthony-Seeger. Doo ' t you idiots know that 
pedestrians have the right of way? 
Sent in by someone who has tire marks on her 
tennis shoes. 
Pat ... 
A bless-your-heart pat to all sober drivers this 
weekend, and anytime. 
Sent in by two hostesses who are glad everyone 
made it home safely from their party. 
Dare ••• 
A clueless dart to the Homecoming Revue judges 
for choosing a tasteless comedian over a singer who 
made a callback to a national Broadway show. Do 
you not understand talent? 
Sent in by a fan who ktwws this was not the 
moment for comedian David Gross. 
Pat ... 
A pat to the person who stole my poster from 
Duke and then returned it. Apology accepted, and 
your life shall be spared. Thanks. 
Sent in by a no longer disgruntled graphic 
designer. 
Dare .•• 
A dart to the three members of the SGA 
Executive Council for voting against, and effectively 
killing the Pledge of Allegiance bill. Do you know 
what patriotism is? And when you grow up, do you 
plan to dodge the draft? Will you veto all close 
votes? 
Sent in by rwo disturbed and disappointed 
students. 
Pat ... 
A double pat to the JMU marching band. I was 
impressed and literally on the edge of my seat 
throughout both the pregame and halftime shows. 
Thanks to the JMU percussion group for opening up 
my eyes and ears to the wonders of the percussion 
world. 
Sent in by a freshnum who is proud of Mr 
college s "goose-bumping" music group. 
I 1·1 II 1:'--- I •) II II< 1-'llll <ll: 
PC haa Invaded Executive Council; 
recite Pledge before SGA meetings 
To the~ 
I am tupremely ctiJmayed by the article appeariq Friday in 
the Rlcluraotul Ti1,..1·Di1patclt concemin& tbe Bxecutive 
Council's decision to veto the Student Government 
Allocitdoo's raolution c;allina for the recilabon of the PJed&e 
of Allqimce at repllr meednp. Auumin& the veracity of the 
fiCb repol1led lD the lldcle. I can only conclude tbll tbe c:ouocil 
bu Qllitulated to the politic:ally conect dogerd aurendy beina 
espouted 
lam allo particularly upset by the Executive Council'• 
tbw1rtioa of tbe will of tbe SOA. ~ tbe council'a idea of 
demoa'8Cy encomp111e1 only implemenhna tbole raoludons 
witb wbicb you .,.-ee.. despiee the expreued will of tbe majority 
of leOIIIIDrl. 
Oo a broedcr level,1 caooot uodCrltMd bow any aroup aucb 
u yOW'ICI.va could bave any problem •wearina allqiance to t.be 
OOUDUy tbat affords you the abundant opportunities you eajoy. 
Many of us bbe in the hinterland don't find l.bia act trite or 
hypocritical. I fiDd your actions deplorable. 1 also believe your 
appeuement of malcontent~ It the expense of the vast majority 
of sood. pllriotic lbldenta oowanily. Tbe first duty of a leader is 
to lead. IDd in this repn:l. I find your performance lackina· 
I bope you will reconsider what I believe to be a huty 
decision on tbe council's part. For my part, I will be 
reconsidering my impUcit pledae to auist tbose JMU graduates 




Your freedom carne from patriotism; 
Pledge celebrates those who fought 
To the Editor: 
I am writina this letter in regard to !.be recent Pledae of 
AUegiaoce bill. For l.bose of you wbo are DOt aware, let me fill 
you io. Last week a bill wu proposed in SGA requestina the 
Pled&e of Allegiance be added to the qeoda of the meetina. 
Aft« a loa& and emotiooal deblte. the bill passed tbtoucb senate 
by a vote of 24-21. However, the Executive OJuncil vetoed the 
bill 3-1. M.emben of the Bx.ecutive Council did oot feel tbll a 
OP/ED 
• 
three-~ ~ty wu eooucb to give the senaton an option to 
say the Pledae of AJJeaiance. Althouab I find it disJU.Sdna that 
21 aeo1tor1 voced apinst tbe bill, there was one comment made 
that really upset me. One senator said. .. What's the big deal 
about saying the P1cdae of AJJepancer 
I wisb this senator would take a trip to Wuhington, D.C., 
and visit Arlington Cemetery and the Vietnam Memorial. 
Maybe just sit down with my father and listen bow he risked his 
Ufe at the age of 19 to fiabt for the freedoms that we all enjoy 
today. Think of the thousands of soldiers our age !.bat died to 
,;ve us the option to say the Pledae of Allegiance. • 
Too many people in today'a society don't appreciate the 
aacrifices those soldien have made. Could you bonestly look a 
veteran in the eyes and say !.bat the freedoms that be left his 
family for and be risked his life for are "no bi.g dealT' If you can 
do this, you have no business in the United States, and I would 
ralber die than say tbe Pledae of AIJeaianoe wil.b you. 
If you don't appreciate the freedoms these soldiers sacrificed 
to give you and you tee the pJedte u "no big deal," don't say it. 
However, please doo't ltlnd in the way of thole who appn!Ciate 
tbe thousands of soldiers that have died and tbe l.bousands of 
soldiers currently in the Middle Bast that will spend the holidays 
away from their loved ones, once again. 
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The Breeze treats Coleman unfairly; 
Editorial encouraged hopelessness 
To the Editor: 
In coverage of the Virginia Senate race, '1"M Bruu has thus 
far failed to meet the journalistic standards expected of a 
nonpartisan publication whose purpose sbou1d be to inform JMU 
students of tbe issues concemlng them. Throughout numerous 
articles, Chuck Robb and Oliver North are tbe only candidates 
taken seriously. The remaining candidate. Marshall Coleman, is 
ignored, atona wil.b his views, becau5e be is viewed as "clean." 
and thus, joumalist.ically boring. 
In 1M Breeu's sad, cynical endorsement of nobody for the 
Virginia Senate seat. para1J1pbs were devoted to jabs at both 
North and Robb, followed by one sentence wrucb aaempced to 
brina Coleman to their ranks as "unacceptable." What il this 
"fatal Oaw" adributed to Coleman? A.cxording to tbe aul.bor. it is 
that be "lost the Governor's election." When compared to 
accusations of Immorality and dishonesty in pubUc service, is 
the kw of an extremely close political race. the last straw tbe 
writer sees as tbe reason to stay home and give up on 
participatina in the choice of a representative for our swe? 
Countless other Bruu articles show disencbantenment wil.b 
the tactics and positions of tbe two-party candidates but fail to 
address the alternative. This discountina of Coleman as a 
candidate does not stem from any flaw in his political career, nor 
even his viability In l.bis race. Recent Mason-Dixon polls have 
Marsball Coleman hovering around W percent. and. in a three-
way race. that is far from dead. What causes this evasion of tbe 
morally and politically sound Coleman is the pursuit of 
sensational material to print. Infidelity . dishonesty and 
nationally recognized scandal may help make a provocative 
article, but !.bey certainly don't help us to find !.be man most 
qualified to represent our Commonwealth in the U.S. Senate. 
The more honestly TM Bruu treats this issue. and their 
readers, the more students will see the campaign for what it is: 
an opportunity and obligation to choose someone to serve our 
needs in Washington. When this obligation is taken seriously, 
those whose needs are in accordance wil.b Marshall Coleman's 
platform will stop being manipulated into a false sense of 








Cleanliness may be next to Godliness, but ••• 
It is a oool and cte.r light sweater and no jackd autumn 
ewuin&- The moon has a few days to JO before it ahinea full 
over tbe land. IDd under ita radiant white-blue light. I sbuflle 
t.broup the l.llkJe.dcep puddles of CJried leaves and falleo 
twip. After a lona day I like to JO on these wa.lb, fcqet my 
IIOils Uld t.bint about first ldua and youth aod Jooa sJidi.n& 
bcwds. 
Of ooune, when I think about cbi)dbood, £reedom usually 
oomes to mind. And, or course. back wben I wu a child, 
freedom meant notbiDa to me u I waa immened in it- that 
and the I'OID8Dtic lnDoceDce of bciDJ a kid 
They just cleaned tbe .,.t IMt week. so litter is relatively 
minimal - thia beina the laat bastion of nature still 
pre1e1 ved in Fairfax County, the sunounding communities 
do lbeir best to keep it nic:e. 
AI I walk further, the sweet scent or warm fire dcklel my 
nose bairs. Off in tbe distance, put a section of well-
manicured dalae forest IDd cm:r a wide Uld low rol.l.ina bill, 
there is a aoft ono,e-yellow &Jow and a deoae, black foe 
rolling up town tbe heavens. Through tbe silent evening an 
echo of the jumbled murmur of people and action sneaks 
through tbe distance and into my curious ear. I suoll toward 
tbe commotion Uld tbint some more- still about my youth. 
Sixth grade was about the time I first read Upcltud. 
~rby Joel L Scbwartt. Upon finilhin&,l gigled to my 
brother tbll the word .. shit" appeared somewhere in tbe book. 
I felt older, worldly, maru.re. But before I oould wallow in a 
pool of aelf-JrllifiCIIioo. be blindlided me with some closed-
filled wisdom, 1'be day you become mature, you will stop 
reading boob just because they bave the wont 'shit' in 
them. .. 
AI I move closer to the fire, I smell IDd bear that it il a 
bu&e evaat. Tbe niahlla aeainlalitt.le colder, and I jam my 
balled bands into my jean pocteu and IUm up my collar to 
warm my neck. Givco these teary times, I have a faint idea 
Left Out 
-Mark Sutton 
of wbat is goiua on - the scent is not that of wood, and people 
don't stand around in tbe oold unleu they feel stronaJy about 
SOIDtlChing. Wbat could they be burning? . 
I've still a little ways to JO, and 1 begin to quicken my stride. 
Aaain, tbe mind wanders back, this time to my lOth grade 
EnaJjsb cleas. This wu the second time I read Saful&er lind the 
aeoond time I was aweatruclt by his natural style of prose and 
colloquial accuncy. He spoke to me, and I believed iL Ala put 
of studying Tlte Catclter ;,. tlte Rye, we spent some time 
discussing the rash of people who insisted on banning and 
censorina the novel. 
We talked about what these people think - !.bat obscenity is 
bad and stories about a wondering adolescent ~ bad and the 
mention of prostitution is bad; inappropriate for hiab school 
students; offensive. Mostly, we laughed at these people and their 
abortsiJbtedneaa. All I could lhink of was the thought my 
brother bad relayed to me a few years before. 
Panling. I seep to tbe top of the bill and look down upon a 
hoae fire spewina aJowina burnt black flakes into tbe air under a 
beUowina pillow or smoke. People are sboutina and throwing 
l.binp into the fire. I jog down tbe hill and see that they are 
tbrowina- Jesus. they're throwina books into !.bat fire! My 
stomach wrax:bes u I tee the cremaboo of some of man's besl 
ideu. Closer still, there are boxes, full of boots and waitina for 
their death. I approach a woman tossing a paperblck from a 
box marked "Fairfax County Public Library." 
"Wbaa the beU is tbia all aboutT I ask u I snatdt tbe book 
from her coc.bld arm. Sbe quietly sm.act.s it out of my hand 
and grabs it from the around. 
.. Don' t you rad the papers? .. sbe retoru. het forehead 
crinkled witb seriousness. Actually, I don't read tbe papers 
anymore- too deprcaaing. "We found tbem in tbe basement 
of the Ubnry, left over from the first cleansing back in '95. 
This ~ng bas been pubUciz.ed for days." 
•'But what's so bad about all these boouT' I foolishly 
inquire. 
Our boot-tossin& friend shoots me a glance that makes me 
feel alien. She sees that I am confused, tbouab , and 
passionately responds, boldina the paperbect lnd wavina it 
for emphasis, occasionally slapping it with tbe back of her 
other band. 1'bey're offensive, can't you see? I don't want 
my kids to read this trub. Oh, and !.be language! We' re better 
people !.ban that. We are progressing; moving closer to 
becoming a more rational being - a bein& wil.b respect for 
our fellow beings." 
I can't take l.bis anymore. Rudely, 1 leave the woman's 
side and force my way away from the mountain or buming 
pages. into the clearing, where breal.b oomes a little easier. 
The tears are cold against my face as meaningless old 
words buzz about my &kuU. Offensive. Sex. Correct. Don'L 
Offensive. X. Progress. 
Progress? What about freedom? 
I guess that wu bartered for cleanl.iness. And maturity? 
Let's just say !.bat these people who warm their hands at the 
flames of cremat.ed expression - !.bey never got past the 
word .. shit." 
Breeze coiiUMist Marie s .. uon tloesn 't offend anybody. 
ever, becouse, well, ;t's just not v~ry nice. 
:'14 Motidcty, Oct. 24. 1~ '3'J'HE BRBEZB 
------------------------------. 
LET'S GO TRAVEL 
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Ii:dlatable pants and Homecoming Dregs 
Thia put Tbunday 1 wu atrollina alona the commons 
cooaideriftl tbe upcomiftl weekend. I didn't know bow to 
epproecb It; wbetber I aboald try 10 Jet some work done. 
lbrow dowD or jut late It euy. Tbae tbooJbta pirouetted 
lbroqll my lllliDd u I rouaded the c::on:a by D-ballllld froze 
de:.diDmylneb. 
1 b8d come f.ce 10 f.ce with my own monaliry. Loomina 
over me wu a buae pair of inflatable panu. Not just your 
run-of-tbe-mlll akivvlea either. No, I'm taltlna 
IOIDebloomen tblt any of the ntans could bave easily slid 
into IOd llill have room left over for a couple of frimds. 
Tbe pall cut a Jona shadow on me. Surely this was a 
sip. but of wbal? l considered it u a call to arms, a rude 
aWitaJina to lbe effect of l'lbid capltallsm. Orwell bad it ~ 
wrong. We wouldn't be defeated by the omniscient presence 
of a totalitarim fiJW"Cbead. No, we would be destroyed by 
our own weakness, our Insatiable urge to play on huge 
infllbble toys. 
Maybe It was tbe fan everyone wu having, the desire to 
frotic: i.n tbe IUb1mn sun or lbe sheer gravitadooal force of the 
II• Liplon iced cea bocde tbat drew me fortb. Who knows? 
The point is I lurcbed forward. drawn like some slobbering 
zombie pulled fortb by tbe promise of raw flesh, and I ate up 
every bit of it. 
Some people shunned this carnival, saying it supponed 
corporate America and consequently THE MAN and his 
advancement. But I contend this isn't true. How many 
frelbmen are really considering the advantages of a J eJq) V -8 
enatne over the Suzuki one when they spring forth onto the 
"Sticky Fly Wall"? Answer: not many, or none. 
And when we uae THB MAN'S time and energies 
without givina anything beet. we win. 
So joyfuUy and guilt-free, I immersed myself in these 
games. And I finaDy figured out the significance of the huge 
inflatable pants; they were a stylized gateway to 
HomecomlQ& fun, a verit:able party in JMU's pants. 
I bad now decided to immerse myself in alJ the weekend 
antics but not without some careful thought. First off, I 
thought about the word "Homecoming" itself. Maybe it's 
just me. but whenever anybody mentions the wOl'd. imaaes of 
Laule spring to mind. I don't think it fair to liken our 
distinauiabed alums to a trained lapdoa. 
And let's be honest. HarrisonburJ isn't exactly the best 
place to .. come home" to. I have yet to see an alum cruising 
lnteralate 81 crank down her window four miles outside of 
the city when sbe bits the infamous Harrisonburg .. stint 
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THE THINGs WE Do 
In Funk We 
Trust 
· ' -Adam Schrecengost 
values) inhale deeply, wave at some extra from the cut of 
" Deliverance" out slopping the hogs, then deeply and 
wholebeartedly exclaim, "AHHH, it's good to be home." 
However, I put these semantic reservations on bold and dove 
headfirst into the Homecoming activities. To get in the spirit of 
tbinp I went to the pep rally and bonfire Friday night. Actually, 
"bonfire" is a misnomer, as fire regulations kept the 
pyrotechnics to a minimum. "Bonligbter'' would have been a 
better dC$Cription. Next year the Homecoming Committee 
should just try sparklers. 
1be next activity on my Homecoming agenda was the Step 
Show. I personally feel lite it was the best money I've ever 
spent on this campus. despite the fact that I was sitting next to an 
OG middle schooler that didn't like the color of my skin. I 
thought he and his boys were going to ganlc me for my cigarettes 
after the show, but I escaped unpoticed. 
Following the Step Show I went to some parties where I met 
someone I will not soon fcqet."Tbe Dreg" was a ' 79 alum that 
bad &iven up everything in order to devote his Ufe to partying. 
Famity, friends, career, even the abiUty to communicate with 
another human being have all fallen by the wayside in the 
Dreg's noble pursuit of the eternal buzz. 
The Dreg was a party soldier anned to the hilt for battle. He 
wore the standard uniform for a man his rank: acid-washed blue 
jeans, scraggly hair, a black .. Jbln Lizzy" T-shirt. Bottle openers 
and smokes were readily accessible. He had a hard time 
humping it from the keg to the bathroom because of his 
backpack run of Schaeffer Light and Black Crowes CO's, but he 
regarded this gear as indisposable. 
Tonight he was on point, a position a man like The Dreg 
Lakes very ~eriously. It was his dury to pester, badger and annoy 
everybody at the parry with militant drinking commands. One 
could telllbe Dreg came from Camp AUniter in the Bayou by 
lbe phrases he employed to complete his mission: "You're 
empty, jert:ie," "CHUG," "My grandma could out-drink you," 
and "l.ErS GET BONGED!!" 
1 hated to leave The Dreg, but dawn was streaking the 
Eastern sky, and' I needed to get a move on. I bid him a food 
adieu, morosely lUmina my blct on him as he hawked up 
mucous, proudly exclaiming "LOOOGEYS, THE 
BREAKFAST OF CHAMPEBIGNS!!!!" CHECK IF IT'S 
SUPPOSED TO CHAMP ..... JKB I will forever remember 
him this way. 
Finally the apex of the Homecoming activities had arrived: 
the Big Game. PeeUng run down, I sat in front of some rowdy 
fn1-daddies to get my spirit• up. They didn't let me down . 
Although I could have used an interpreter at times (their 
speech was ldnd of slurred), 1 was entertained time and time 
again by such game insights as "RUN ' ER UP niB GUT 
RRRRIP, GOOD ~NOSIID FOOTBAlL, TWO AND 
THREE YARDS A POP. KNOCK 'EM OPP THEIR 
BLOCK, TEAR Otrr THBIR STILL-BEATING HEARTS, 
AND SACRIFICE THEM TO SUN-RAil!" or such 
sociological insights as "SHOW US YER TEATS II" 
My attention began to drift as it became clear that the game 
was well in hand, and my gau settled on the band alumni 
sitting near me. They were gleefully .. hazing" the current 
band, a situation that led to some of the zaniest high jinks I've 
ever seen performed in public. Of special note was the human 
wheel, tuba push ups and the trombone missionary position. 
Props to the present band for putting up with such tortures that 
would have made Goebbels blanch. 
All this band posturing was a hubris-building warm-up for 
their big halftime show, for which they were in full effect: 
drums pounding, horns blaring, tuba players twirling, the 
whole nine yards. Despite all the pomp and glory of the 
performance, there were a couple of rough edges. I felt badly 
for the band "scrubs," the second-stringers who haven' t 
successfully cbaUenged for a starting position. Rather than 
watching quietly from the sideUne, preserving any dignity 
they might have. the scrubs chase the cymbal players around 
the field, looking like some moronic "it" in a game of tag 
gone horribly awry. If you're gonna have hundreds of people 
marching around a field. what's the harm of a couple more? 
Also, the flag guard wasn't twirling with their usualusL 
Perhaps they felt self-conscious in their new uniforms. Maybe 
they should consider new ones. My suggestion would be 
purple shins emblazoned with gold script that reads: Ulf you 
tbink it's tough being a Marine, try being a Marine 's 
girlfriend!" 
Colwrtnlst Adam Schnctngost will be discussing THE MAN 
toniglll ora WXJM arowtd I I p.m.. Horrutly. 
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As gender equality continues to be on the forefront 
sexuality are extending from the office to the bedro~ 
over failed romances and women spend Sundays o 
·fi· 
·.@5. 
REMOTE .OONTROL: watching 
' Once, stereotypes concerning men and women were ingrained deeply in all areas of sooiety. Women alayed home aU day cleaning and watching soap operas while 
men were out working 10 suppon the family. The only time 
the stereotypical breadwinners had time to watch television 
was for the weekend's various sporting events. 
This is the '90s. women are watching sports, and men are 
watching soaps. The once-fme gender lines •e blurred. 
.. People's content selection reflects their demographic 
profile," said Professor of mau communication Charles 
Turner. 
"Sporu are mostly played by men. so you would expect it 
10 be waJChed by men. You could say the same about soap 
operas even though male .ClOTs play on the show. 11lere is a 
woman's slant 10 the soap operas," he said. 
Junior Ohita Harris finds these slereOtypes frusttating . 
"I get mad when guys are so surprised I watch sports. It 
shouldn't be a stereotype that only guys watch spons;• she 
said. "Just because I'm a girl I think, 'What's the difference?' 
"A guy sat down with me, and he was dumbfounded 
because he couldn't believe bow I talked inselliaently about 
football. He said 'Oh my gosh. you even know all of the 
terms.' Things like that happen every time; it seems so sexist," 
H arri.s said. 
Senior Joy Bellis, an avid sports ran. also fomtd men who 
are biased about her spons-watching habil 
She said, " I hate it when people malce stereotypic al 
comments. such as a JUY sayina. 'My girlfriend hates it when 
I watch football.' I wouldn't mind at all spending the day 
watching football with a guy.'' 
B ut not all men ailici1.e wome are pleasantly aurprised. "Gu) they fmd out I love spans;• 
Wking, and it'S fuMy because 1 
them. They gain respecL" 
Senior Matt Gallagher said he 
WalCh Jports. 
"A girl that can sit down and waJ 
it that they have interests that [ have 
bond," said Gallagher. Bellis uid sh 
with Gallagher's view. " [ think 1 
surprised when 1 add in my own opi 
Bellis said she thinks she inheri 
from her sports.orienled family. 
"I got in10 lpofU after my gran« 
STORY BY TRACI PRYOR, GRA 
,YLEI 
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tt of social issues facing America, standards of 
room and even to the living room where men cry 
: on the couch rooting for their favorite sports team . 
.... (} . 
• 
~ TV in a world of sexual equality 
) women who wa&ch sports; some 
d. "Guys are very surprised when 
ipOI'tS," said Harris. "We end up 
ause I usually know more than 
aid he is impressed when girls 
and watth football is cool. 11ove 
ll I have too. Sporu is a common 
sa.id she encounlers a lot of guys 
think guys are impressed and 
twn opinion." 
~ inherited her interest in sports 
~y. 
r:y grandfather took me to Philly 
games when I wu liule." said Bellis. Pollowina various sports 
hu since become a fairly active hobby for her. 
She said, "I ay 10 keep up and know who is doing well. J 
read lho paper and watch 'Sports Center' on ESPN. That's my 
very favorite show. 
'"I 1ue11 J like sportS because of the competition. I'm a very 
competitive person." 
Like Bellis, Harris became interested in sportS through a 
male fipe in her childhood. '1 guess 1 waleh sports because 
when I wu little my brochu and dad watched them. I grew up 
on apons." &he slid. 
Her favorite sport is football. 
'"I wlldt it reli&iously. My f~orite team is tbe RedskiN. 1 
follow them very closely," Harris aaid. " When 1 watch 
football alone, J yell and scream and stand up. I look around 
: GRAPHICS BY JAY HAWKINS 
---- ------- - -
and feel StUpid because I'm all alone malcing a raucoo.s," she 
said. 
ile the scene Harris causes over Redskins games 
may be equated more with men. some guys get their 
thrills on weekday afternoons or nights instead, and 
it's not from Monday night football. 
They fsnd drama, sex and lies more appealing. Junior Marc 
Balgavy would much rather spend his spare time watching 
soap operas instead of sports. 
Turner said, "With feminist issues breaking into the private 
viewing area, it has become a guilt-free thing for men to 
watch soap operas." 
REMOTE pag9 19 
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'lbba fest to blow past the expectations of audience 
Ensemble members show that their instruments play more than 100M-PAH-PAJr 
While October feativitiea often 
include &bolts md J0b1iD1. coaumea 
and candy. one campus aroup will 
ahare ita talent in 1 aeuonal 
c:elebntion. cumin& it into a musical 
tuba flit. 
The membera of the Tuba and 
Buphonjum Bnaemble have been 
practicin& two niahts 1 week. in 
addition to individual and small 
Jroup rehearaals, in preparation for 
JMU's lOth annual Octubafeat fJOm 
0cL26-28. 
The c:anccrt seri• will ooasill of 
muaic styles ruain& from 17th 
CenturY Baroque 10 c:onlemporary 
pieca. It wiD fee~Ure 10Jo reciaalJ. I 
chamber muaic concert md a 
perfomuax:e by the auire TuM and 
Euphonium Enl«nble. 
Ac:cordin& to orallliur of the 
annual event Kevin Sceea. uaislarlt 
profeuor of muaic, the audience c:an 
benefit from auendin& the 
performance•. "lt'a about lettina 
people M.r what the inltrwnent can 
really do. 
"We're tryina to aain some 
reapect u musicians and for lhe 
U.ln.IIDCDll," Srees uid. "h'a a time 
10 break lhroup the atawcypa. h 
ctn be • o•••.tir• perfonuDce." 
MellateMh Marris. diredar of lbe 
School of Music, said, .. We're 
expectina tome fabulous playina. lt 
lhou1d be Vf!CY lftleltlinin&," 
WhiJa 1M aerie~ offen a vuiety of 
entenainment, senior tuba pl,yer 
Mart Thiele said those unfamiliar 
with the teria may not know what to 
ex peeL 
.. Moll people h)t. 'Whll cbe beet 
il Ocnabafeat?' They th.in.lc il's aoin& 
to be fumy.'' be l&id. 
The Octubafeat tradition 
oriainated from an idea of Indiana 
University tuba Profeaaor Harvey 
Pb.illipa. He offered retumin& music 
studenu the opponuniry ro perform 
aolo pieces lhey bMl WOI'bd on the 
•previous year, allowina them to 
dilplay their improvement over the 
IUIIUDCI'. 
Followina this lead. Octubafeat 
performances consist of experienced 
performen u well u younae:r and 
las ex:pcricnced IWdaD. SlleeS aid. 
The concert performeu vary in 
ability levels md laletu. 
Senior enaemble member Tina 
Frailey uid, "Most people are 
pleuandy surprised. We're bavina 
fun, and we convey that to the 
eudience. 
"lt'a rewardiq becmte we hJve 
worked so hard and puabed our 
limill. Bv~ ye~rl can,_ it aeaina BECKY MULLIGAN/..,,..._,,..,.., beaer . .. big«," lhe aaid. 
Thil ye~r lhae ia an .clded bomla 
Junior Andy Litle ,.,_, ... with hla q'*'-1 for the 10th .nnual to the aeriea. The Tuba and 
OclubllfMI, a ooncert ..... echeduled for Oct. 26-28. Euphonium Enaemble from the 
Univenity of North Cuolina at 
Oreeuboro will pedorm for the 
fin.aJe. This Yisit will mart: the rust 
performuu:e by another school'• 
iiii1MIIIble It JMU. 
Stees invit.ecl the UNC-
Ore.sboro -.nble 10 provide the 
audience with uother liatenina 
e.xperie:e. 
Whether auendina or performina 
in the aerie• auadenta cu aain 
somelhin& from the c:onoertl. 
Stees cleacribed Oclllbafeat u an 
educational experience for the new 
music ltUdenll who pll1icipete. "h'a 
one of the tint opponunidea for them 
10 play in a formal aeuina." Stees 
said. 
SIUden&l involved look forward 10 
thiJ opportunity. 
Freshman euphonium player 
Aaron Hudaon aaid abe c:boae to 
attend JMU partly becaue of the 
awembJe. 
'1 came here wm&in& eo play. 10 
of coune I lib lbe oppornmity," she 
said. 
Mike Nickens, a freshman wba 
player, uid. .. Any ~onnance time 
ia valuable ao a mUIJCi.m." 
Stees and memben of the 
euemble do not see performuu:e 
experienc:. u the oJlly benefit of 
OcluWea. tboup. 
'They 1110 believe ia il imponmt 
to have the opponunil)' to heir one 
..,.._ play, bolh in 10loe md anall 
poupl. 
Thiele bu performed in 
OcuaWII& for lbe put line,_... 
.. l like aetlina the reac:tiona of 
ocher tuba plqa. I can .. bow I've 
~"beaaid. 
illdy Grove, a member of the 
........ ita--. Felt De&nce 
Hip SchooL H• illvolve:mea& with 
s._ in a-JliUII ... led ber 10 joill the ...., .... 8Dd provided her 
with the chmce to Yiew music in a 
colJeae pror..ioaal emilonmenL 
Sbe aaid ~ in lbe ensemble 
has helped her see a more mawre 
•ide of music. 
... aet to listen to people who 
know more than me and hopefully 
lemt from them." she said. 
SopbomoN 0.. ~ 
one of the c:cncau ill lila eat 
aeries l•t year and apprec:ialed the 
~-helrd. 
'1'he tuba isn't IMII1Ully lhoaabt 
of U I 10Jo inatraaaenl. but the full 
rana• wu imp•ive.. When you're 
youna«, the lUbe playtn don't have 
that ca.,_t)ility, ad it's buic:ally 
OOM -PAH-PAH," she aaid, 
delcribiJll lbe sr.ereocypic:alaounds of 
the bib&. 
St.eea uid be hopes lbe IUdiaw;:e. 
too, will Jearn from the player•' 
perform..ca. ""It's • cts.ace 10 bear 
lhat tuba can be really inlereltin&." 
be said. "1'hia is somethin& a liule 
extra apecial. .. 
Solo~ IITC ~ltetiMiat 
/01' J p.~~t. tlllll 8 p.IIL Oct. 26 tad 8 
P·'"· Oct. 21 ;,. AIIIMII'J·Sccrcr 
~ 011 Oct. 28 ,..,. will be 
• c,_., i.u..ric: ~ iiiAIIllttMy-
S..., A~ Ill J p.111., Gltll llw 
.JII1J tiNl UNC-Gre•tuboro TldHa 
ollll Eaplaolli•• B11HIIIblc1 will 
p•for• ;,. Wi/1011 Htlll tal 8 P·'"· 
.Abu:aicM 10 .u ctJfiCel'll il fr•. 
Delivery Hours: 
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(15~ wings- starts at 7 p.m.) 
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, I •: . . 
became of my brocher•a influenoc.'' Sin&h said. 
He Mid when be rnc ...ned~ none of .. (l hu become routine. It ' s very 
his mile IGadenll wculd IIY lhey walehed 10~ eranainin&·" 
01*11· Like Jirls who Walch aporu.. lhese auys 
'"I think one of .lhe talOnS is no one would have found tJw watchina soaps aives 
ldmit it. Now, that is not a problem." said · tbem 10methi:nato talk abOut wilh the 
Tum.. CJilPOC• sex. 
Balaavy is proof of the st.alanent th.a men Neither Balaavy nor Sin&h have 
are no lonaer ubamed to 11y they enjoy experienccxl neaative ructions from prts who 
walehin& .,.... ditcov« the toap habit. 
'"I prefer lhe dnlaa ad fantuy of a aoap They said for the most pan females don't 
open ov« lhe ~ spittina of a baseball pve il a second lboughL 
aame." belllid. Balaavy nid, if anythina. it aave him 
Bal&avy is a filn of fox networlt•s popul• rometJUna in common with &ida. 
ni&hlime...,. "Melrose Place" and .. Beverly "I feel more 8pprocialed by aim when I can 
Hills 90210:• sitlndwatch 10ap1 with them." he ¥id. 
"The characters are so outtaacous," said Turner nid theae reactions are normal. • 
Balaavy. -rite shows ue full of beautiful "People often watch what is in their contra-
people doin& Ollinpous thinas." aender profile to be able to understand and 
Balsavy said he watches the ahows with a have c:onvenalional anununltion for," he said. 
lqe poup of frienda, bolh &U)'S and girls. He People watcl\ showa lhey think are &e&-ed for 
feels thaliO&p opens pro¥ide a lfealiOW'CC of the opposite sex in order to better relate to 
canvenarion bee... of the juicy story lines. lhem. 
"Their aocial nature ia what I enjoy," Turner went on to aay that once a person 
Balaavy aaid. "lloYe to make fun or lbe soaps. starts watchin& a show simply because lhey 
The followina day a& lunch my fritrlda lnd I sit wmt to &ain common interests wilh another 
uound the lunc:b table md laup." penon, they sometimes develop a direct 
Junior Kesh Sillab i.J u serious about his pa"'IOW inlaest in the show they are viewma. 
favorite 101p. ' Since bolh soaps and apons tend to brin& 
"Since I can't achedlale my classes .round it. out emotional involvement, it i.J easy to pin an 
and believe me l'n tried. I tape 'General anachmentiD them. 
Hospi.tal' • much • pouible." Sinp said. Porter aaid. "I appreciue auys lhat watch 
S in&h does receive some havoc for hu toap operu because it showa t.hey•r&not afraid rinaal. He uid me JUY1 he lives wilh walk to abow their lallima1s.a1 sa. " by til room wbeft be is w~~ebina hi110~ As auys shed tean over the death of their 
~ and laup. bal none of his male friend~ favorite aoap opera stan and &irls root their 
pve JUm a real b.wd time. favorile ream on lhe ~aeen. the days of sports. 
Sinah deacribel wuchina soap operu u illiterlle women md soap opera-free men .re 
bein& a pert ofbil day. quickly diaappearin&. 
.. I've been watdlina the aame soap opera Some men ..t women ue findi.n& out they 
since I was in eiaht.h arade. I aot hooked have mote in common Ibm they think. 
~ 
~ 
Summer ·session 1.995 
~
~June S to July 28, I99S· (subject to cha"8e) 
~Courses in Art History, Finance, Italian, and 
Uterature, and Music. 
~Participants take 9-12 hours, towards their 
majors, or for Liberal Studies/General 
Education credit. 
~ ~PJ»lication Deadlines are Nov. IS for early 
admission and Feb. IS for regular admission. 
To firul out rrwre caf£ tlit Offtaof InternatiotUli 
t.:ar..~.Q 'Education, {6419 or tk Professor in~ t.:ar..<l.Q 
~ Vr. 1-"aratnllrz Vamanpour, ~ 3079 4 
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A step ahead 
Senlora Yvette HolmM (I) and Shaneal Whitney of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
perform for the 9lep Show competition In the Convocation c.nw Oct. 21 
AKA won ftnlplllae ·tor eororltlea. Phi Beta SlgrM wae the winner of the • 
fmemltlea. The ewnt wu eponeored by the hlltorlclllly blllck Greek latter 
organiZIItlona. 
OFFICIAL RING COMPANY 
FOR CLASS OF 1995 
' 
Date: October 25-27 
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IMTHEARMY, 
NURSES AREN.T·JUST IN DEMAND. 
THEY.RE IN COMMAND. 
--~ .,,1-:----. with your level of experience. AJ 
~~~~S~a~n Army off'lcer, you'll command the find one. Bur If you're a nur$· 
lnaacudent who wanes ro be In 
command of your own areer, consider 
the Army NuneCorps. You'll be treatedu 
a competent pro(euional, aiwn your own 
patients and resporuibilitleacommenaurate 
respect you deKrve. And with the added 
benefilJ only the Army can offer-a $5000 
aianlna bonus, houaln& allowa.nc:ea and 4 
weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in~m­
mand of your life. Call ~800.USA ARMY. ' 




•All work on campus 
•For the 1114·15 
school rear 
•Expense paid training 
conference 
For Information, 










.....,.....,.... ~) 1rr 
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
\ 
C an't dtlorclto SliVl' lor retirement'! The truth II\. you can·, aOorcf not to 
Not ''hen you rel\lizc that your 1'tl1rement 
can last :.10 to .\,, .' l'<ll'!o or more. You 'II want 
10 II\ c at lcust 1\!o l 'nm lun<tbly 1 hen ;u. you 
do nuw .\nd that wkc11 plnnning. 
By .. 1/lrl ing tu "" t· now. you can take 
achan1.1ge ol w-c-dclct ral and give ~"our 
monr.' 111ne II• l"'"r''und .1ml grow 
U)n~ulcr this -1('1 ol'llllc JU"I SIOu ca' h 
month bcgmn111g .11 o.~gl• 5o .tnd you can 
accumulate 0\1'1' $1~H.~ut)• lly the 11nw 
.vnu 1·e;n·h agt• (,;;, lllll \\a it ten yc<~rs ancl 
yuu·u h.we Ill ltutlgl'l s~u.\ each munth 
I() l'l'oll'h I hl' !'ol llll' gn<d . 
Even if you're not counting the .''edrS to 
rc:tirement, you can count on TI:\A-CRt::F 
In hefp you build the ruturc _vou dr~cn:e­
with flexiblr retirement and tax-drferrrd 
annuity plans. a divri"St' portlol1o nf in\"tsl-
ment choict'S, and'' record of fll'l'~tmal 
..ervic:e that span~ 7S years. 
Over 1.5 million people 10 eclu\..llitm and 
research put TIAA-CRF.F at tht• tnp uf 
their list for rrtirrmenl pl.mnm~ . \\'h.' not 
,oin thrm"1 
Calltoda~' and learn hm, simpll.' 11 • ~ 
Ill build a ~ct·ure tomorrow when yml 
have time and TIAA-CREF \\'Il l k1ng nn 
your side 
Sttu"t piRnnWll your /Nturr:. Cn/1 our Enrollment Hotliru I 800 R4.2-1888. 
Ensuring the future 
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attend JMU for 
different reasons 
by Karen Brewer 
senior writer 
Friendliness. Beauty. Slu. 
These tenns might sound like the criteria for 
choosing a date, but they're some of the 
reasons students gave for faJling In Jove with 
JMU. 
From location to academics to social life. 
students chose to come to JMU for a variety of 
reasons. 
According to Laura Conklin, associate 
director of admissions, "The comments we 
most often receive on campus visitation 
surveys, [are) on the beauty of the campus, 
friend liness of students, faculty and staff, and 
atmosphere. That would probably be the three 
most common things." 
But some students chose JMU for more 
practical reasons. 
Students like senior Sarah Jenkins. of 
Manassas, came to JMU for a specific 
department and didn't look at the school as a 
whole. 
'1t was probably one of Lhe best schools in 
Virginia, that was something I heard,'' she said. 
"But I was more in favor of the psychology 
department's reputation, and I had heard good 
things about that." 
Jenkins said, "[Reputation) wasn't really a 
factor. I found out more positive things about 
[JMU] after I was here." 
Unlike Jenkins, however, some students 
researched the qualities of schools they were 
interested in before applying. 
Freshman Mikki Price of Denver. Colo., 
said her mom heard about JMU first, and "J 
found out about It through college books and 
college fairs. Then J weru and visited a Jot of 
the schools. and l liked JMU best." 
Price. who is majoring in finance, said she 
found out that JMU has a good b.usiness 
school. "It was pretty important," she said. "1 
wanted to go to a good school with a good 
reputation." 
JMU "had all the qualities r wanted,'' Price 
said. "The campus is really beautiful The other 
schools I looked at weren't very nice. I read 
about it in the book, and everything sounded 
good. When she came to visit JMU. she said it 
was nicer than the other schools she VISited. 
Conklin said, "Some students do use the 
guide books and ratings as a place to begin. 
Those rankings can affirm those feelings they 
have about JMU. That may be, in a few 
instances, the singular way they heard about 
JMU." 
The variety of majors and depanments to 
choose from were important factors in 
~hman David Mackey's decision. 
He found out about JMU through a friend 
and researched It himself. "I had heard of JMU 
through basketball on TV , but I had never 
MIKE HEFFNERiph11to eduor 
A view at dusk of the. bridge over Newman Lake. The bridge connects Greels Row with the south side of Bridgeforth Stadium. 
looked into it until [my friend) said she was friend really loved il here, and she really 
lhinklng about applying. encouraged me," von Schwerdtner said. " I 
"She had one of those magazines like best checked into it and found out that it was a good 
colleges or something,'' Mackey said. "I went school and had the subjects I was interested 
home and looked it up in a book and went from in." 
there:· She said when she got wait-listed at the 
But Mackey, a Maine resident, said, " I other schools. such as Wheaton College in 
didn't really want to go to college in Maine. It Illinois, .. 1 really felt like this is the choice 1 
just happened that the schools me and my mom should make. I had been praying about it a lot. 
picked were down Lhe East Coast. and we took and I felt like this is Lhe place I should be. 
a trip. "One of the practical reasons I had applied 
"I didn't want to ge to a small school and (to JMU] was that they had music and German, 
have no options [in classes). I just wanted a and those were the t\\O things I wanted to do." 
bunch of choices" being an undeclared major. Some students, !hough. hear JMU's calling 
be said. oud and clear. 
Though some students knew Falling in love with JMU 
JMU had the criteria they were ;r: 1-ov,e was freshman Juli Monette's 
looking for, others didn't ~ . reason for coming. "I love 
feel Uke it would be their 'IS where it is. It 's a 
haven. Comin~ here ~ beautiful campus. It's 
was a harder decision G'c just so nice here. It's 
:::;~~~e~~~:;:naa • f 'f' ),f Vj f ~~ e:,~1t~;~~~~ft~~o~ 
transfer from Anne J / /{/ tJ friend at JMU. She 
Arundel Com· said they went to 
munity College in plays, dance 
Maryland , said 0 performances, 
JMU wasn't her first basketball games 
choice. "I mostly and parties. 
didn't want to come "J got to see 
here because my good everything. I got to go 
friend went here, and I to Greek Row and set. 
wanted to do my own that you don't have to go 
thing. there or be in a sorority to 
"I had visited a couple . fit in; she said. 
times." von Schwerdtner said. "I JAMESHAWKJNSist'nlorartrst But JMU wasn't on 
didn't have much of an opinion about it." Monette's list of colleges when she was in 
She didn't really care much either way, she high school 
said. "My dad was a UNC diehard, and all my 
But once von Schwerdtner got here, her life I wanted to go to UNC." Monette said. But 
auiwde changed, she said. then she took a tour of JMU in 11th grade, and 
"I really found a home in the Christian "it was like 'Oh gosh. I really like this."' In 
community. I guess that's where I really came I 2th grade, she said she decided "this is the 
to rest, where the relationships have developed place I want to go." 
that have meant so much to me. Choosing to go to JMU depends on many 
''The main reason I applied was that my factors. 
In deciding to accept JMU's invitation for a 
move to Harrisonburg. students said the 
friendly atmosphere around campus was an 
important factor in luring them io. 
Von Schwerdtner said, " In Annapolis, 
(Md.], it's different. The auitude is different. 
At least to me [JMU) has a Southern feel.'' 
She said that at JMU students hold the door 
open for each other and acknowledge each 
other in passing. "Up North you don't get that" 
The friendliness of the campu.s has meant a 
lot to von Schwerdtner, she said. 'The people 
that I've met have really become the reason 
that I love this place more than anything else." 
Monette said the friendly atmosphere at 
JM U was also an important factor in her 
decision. 
"I had been to UVa. and all those places. 
and people treat you like you're nothing. Here, 
they're more down to earth. They say 'hi' even 
though they don't know you,'' she said. 
Also Impressed by the fact that people 
exchanged greetings in passing. von 
Schwerdtncr said that was something new to 
her. "That was something that really caught my 
attent1on." 
Conklin said she believes that visiting the 
ca mpus provides a different view for 
prospective students. " I think one thing tbaJ 
cinches students coming to JMU is visiting the 
campus." 
Price said. "The kind of people h~ are the 
kind of people I like. When r came to visit. 
everybody said 'hi ' to us:· 
When Price came for a tour of the campus. 
it was 1n the middle of a January ice storm. 
"JMU was really accommodating and other 
schools weren't," she said. She and her family 
were given "good directions" to campus and 
received a tour despite the ice. 
"The people that worked here were really 
great The tour guides seemed to really love the 
school and just told me wonderful things about 
it, and they were really happy. 
Price continued, "At other schools we asked 
the [tour guide) if she was happy here. and she 
PARTS psge 23 
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Undeclared • • • . 
It's the most popular major among current freshmen, where indecision reigns supreme 
by Brenda Samuel 
___ c_o_ntributing writer 
Melissa Hast staned as a political 
science major at JMU. 
She had every intentron or 
advancing to law school, but after 
taking a few classes in the program, 
Hast decided to make herself more 
marketable by changing her major to 
business. 
"At first I really liked the 
challenge or something new, as well 
as the courses themselves," she 
commented. "Then, I realized that I 
didn't really hke business. and 
business didn't really Hke me." 
So she changed back to pohtical 
science this year, as a senior. This 
scenario is not uncommon. 
Hast was able to switch because 
or JMlJ's strong degree programs, a 
solid academic reputation and 
diversity. These criteria seem to 
attract students to the 'Burg. 
JMU does not promote any 
particular program to incoming 
students. Associate Vice President of 
academic affairs Teresa Gonzalez 
said. 
"We are known as a broad-based 
institution with many strong 
programs. which appeals to a diverse 
population," she said. 
People seem to view JM U as a 
"student center." one to support and 
cha llenge students, according to 
Gonzale~ 
"The communication and personal 
response to students creates an 
inviting atmosphere. Ours is one of 
both support and challenge," she 
said. 
The academic reputation rests on 
JMU's foundation as a state teachers' 
• college, yet other academic aspects 
attract students as well. 
"My major was one of the reasons 
I came to JMU as a freshman," junior 
ROOER WOLLENBDGI~p/lototraplttr 
Robert Pezold, one of 123 frHhman ISAT major8, cracks the applied calculua •nd ISAT boob In hls Eagle Htlll .rudy lounge. 
. 
Suzanne Martin commented. "I was 
looking for a school with a strong 
mass communication program 
(School of Media ArtS and Design], 
and JMU had one." 
Although strong programs do 
attract freshmen, students are also 
"recruited" by Madison alumni. 
Tbe Colleae or Education and 
PaycholoJY offers a few 
UISTIN llOVGBI~.r etliltJr 
scholarships. but according to Dr. 
Martha Ross, dean of the College of 
Education and Psychology, 
recruitment has not been a problem. 
"This college is strongly 
supported by our alumni. Many 
stu~ents learn about our programs 
froftl relatives and teachers who have 
graduated," she said. 
One of the most popular majors 
freshmen enter is the College of 
Education and Psychology. This faJI, 
it has 103 declared freshman majors. 
"Psychology is currently the most 
popular major nationwide and at 
JMlJ," Ross stated. "There is a high 
interest in people and programs 
working with people." 
Students such as freshman Paul 
Baumgartner said this major provides 
a good general foundation. 
"I am anticipating a career in 
medicine or psychiatry. Psychology 
is a good way to prepare me and keep 
my options open." 
Freshman Kelly O'Conner 
decided not to major in psychology 
because of ill popularity. 
"Most elementary education 
minors receive a degree in 
psycholoJY. so I decided on 
sociology u a similar bacqround to 
avoid the norm." 
Although psychology is the most 
popular major at JMU. biology is the 
popular major in the freshman class. 
with 156 declared. 
Freshman Kelly Proffitt chose 
b1ology because of an interest m 
medicine. 
" 1 have a biology background and 
am interested in biotechnoloJY and 
genetics. Havina a degree in biology 
will prepare me for a career with 
cancer research and tn!atment, which 
greally Involves biotechnology," she 
stated 
Freshman Jason Kennedy does noc 
intend to pursue a career in medicine 
because of agreater interest in the 
basic behavior of animals. 
"J don't want to be stuck inside in 
a lab all day," biology major 
Kennedy said. "I prefer hands-on 
work. I see myself diving in coral 
reef observing white sharks." 
Integrated science · and technology 
is the second most popular major for 
freshman with 123 declared majors. 
Freshman Robert Pezold chose 
JSAT to complement his future law 
degree. 
" Because of my strengths in 
arguing and government, I am 
planning to attend Jaw schooL This 
major aUows me to have an 
environmental concentration, which 
will mike me more unique;• Puold 
said. 
'While some freshman In ISAT 
intend to pursue a career in this area, 
others are just giving the program a 
try. 
"I was sent a brochure on the 
ISA T proaram and thought that it 
sounded intecestlng," stated freshman 
Aaron Whitney. ·~is major will get 
me through college untU I decide on 
another field." 
General psychoiOSY is the third 
most f>OPUlar major among freshmen, 
foUovied by music with 100 declared 
freshman. Communications, media 
arts and design and speech 
communication combined, is fifth 
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Sum---------------------------------------------------otJtJIIncMI from page 21 
Slid. 'I'm re8dy 10 ga out."' 
Accordina to lhldeat ambusador 
Stepbanie Ttapkis, '1JMU] tours ate 
baled on llUdeol Hfe. We give them 
from student penpeclives. ll just 
helps lhem to see what srudent life is 
like here. 
"I p~ a tour last week to a girl 
from Allanl.a," Trtpkis said. "I dtink 
she really appreciated the tour and 
the infOf'IUdon she got. She told me 
sbe really liked iL" 
In showing the campus to visitors, 
Conklin said. "We 1ry to provide for 
respective students and parents a 
very honest and authentic 
representation of JMU." 
As for selling the school, "Our 
students are our biggest recruiters," 
Conklin said. "Good students beget 
good students." 
Trapkis said. "Giving tours, it's 
all volunteer. I feel a reward if I see 
that person the next year and see that 
they're happy here, knowing I had a 
small part in their decision." 
But friendliness also extends to 
the classroom, according to Moneae. 
"There was a bunch of us who did 
poorly [on a test], and the professor 
asked if anyone wanted to help out, 
and over half the class was like 
'Yeah, I'm willing."' 
Monette said no one at JMU has 
been rude to her yet .... don't know if 
I'm in a sheltered world." 
Sheltered world or not, some feel 
the friendly atmosphere of the 
campus allows for strong friendship 
ties. 
The relationships von 
Schwerdtner has made here have 
been molt important to her. "During 
the yean l' ve been here, the 
relationships I've made have really 
lmpiCicd me. 
"I've chansed so much at JMU 
dill when I look beck, I' ll auribute it 
to the relllionships I've hid here. 
.. 1 pess that's the J*1 I'll always 
love. When I p-aduale I'U lake that 
with me. It's noc something I'll lea~ 
behind," she said. 
Tbouah the welcoming 
atmosphere may be a key factor for 
students, size and location also 
played an important role in the 
selection process for some. 
Mackey said, .. 1 liked how the 
campus was set up. I didn't really 
want to go to a small school." 
But M~~ekey also didn't want to go 
to school in. big city. 
He said, "(JMU] has access. Pretty 
much what you want, you can get. 
It 's not spaced out a loL" 
Harrisonbwg's size is convenient 
for Mackey. h 's noc a big city and is 
much like his small hometown. 
Mackey said the area near him in 
York, Maine, is pretty si milar to 
Harrisonburg. Going to school far 
from home was a giant leap for him. 
"I only know a couple other 
people who came as far away from 
home as I did. so that made it a little 
bit scary. But it wasn't hard to get 
adjusted.'' 
Adjusting to JMU can be easier 
due to the size of the campus and the 
number of students. 
JMU' s size can be a plus, a 
medium-sized school with a 
fll8MIC&ble amount of students. 
Monette said friends who have 
visited her have noticed the 
advantageS of the size of JMU. "I had 
a friend visit me from Tech, and he 
was like. 'I regret not corning.· 
"He's like, 'I'm a spot in space 
over there,' and here you count," 
Monette said. 
When it came to sizes of schools, 
Price said, "1 hid specific ideals. like 
sizes. [JMUJ had the right size. I 
didn't want it in a big city." 
Thouah being from Colorado. 
Price said location wasn't an 
Important factor. 
"A lot of people told me the 
winters would be easier here. But 
that wasn't a big thing for me. 
"It wasn't that I wanted to go far," 
Price said. "If there had been a 
school like thas closer, I would have 
gone closer," she said. 
JMU's size appeals to students, 
Conklin said, because "we're like a 
small college atmosphere, but we 
have the offering of a large 
university." 
"It still has a small-school 
atmosphere," he said. "At the same 
time, you still maintain 
individualism." 
The reputation of JMU seemed to 
play a key role In students' decisions 
10 come here. 
Monette said, "[JMU] has a lot of 
options for you. They're really trying 
to help you. They kind of. help you 
find what you want to do." 
In Monette's hometown of 
Smithfield, she said JMU "has a 
really great reputation. It' s almost 
like the school to apply to. 
"The degrees really count here. 
People like it when you say you're 
fromiMU." 
However, despite JM U's 
reputation and friendly atmosphere, 
''It still has a 
small school 
atmosphere . . . At 




associate director of admissjons 
not all students are in Jove with the 
school. For some. it just didn't click. 
Becca Thompson, a junior at 
University of Richmond, said for her, 
JMU wasn't all it's cracked up to be. 
Thompson said when she accepted 
admission to JMU. she probably 
wasn't ready for coUege, and though 
JMU was her last choice. she thought 
she would "be happy anywhere." 
She decided to leave JMU after 
her freshman year to figure out what 
she warned to do and get her grades 
up. 
ThompsOn said that at JMU it was 
really hard for her to adjust. 
"I could've stayed at JMU and 
just suffered through freshman year. I 
think I had all these ideali zed 
concepts at JMU," she said. 
Conklin said she thinks some 
studen ts have problems at JM U 
because it may not have a program 
for them, personal reasons may 
interfere, or a student may not be 
ready for college. 
Thompson admitted that the 
adjustment was hard for her. 
"I thank it probably would've been 
a good idea to take a year off because • 
I didn't really know what I wanted to 
do. 
" l had al ready made up in my 
mind that I wasn't gonna like it. I 
wasn't a very good person to live 
with freshman year. 
"It's hard to be happy at a school 
where your room is the only place 
where you can be comfortable, and 
it's different when you're counting 
on your room being some place you 
can escape. 
"It was difficult for me. I just 
looked around and saw people beang 
best friends with their roommates," 
Thompson said, and she and her 
roommate weren'L 
Thompson said she didn't apply 
for a room change because she felt 
like "there's only one more month. 
''I was so afraid of being put with 
someone I didn't get along with 
again," she said. 
But fo r many students, 
adjustments are made, and the 
characteristics of the campus help 
them come to know JMU as home 
sweet home. 
Undeclared--------------------
continued from page 22 
with 98 declared freshman majors. 
Scholarshjps in the music program auract 
some freshmen, according to Dean Richard 
Whitman of the School Media Arts and Design. 
university with a specific major that they were 
interested in, yet, once they reach college level 
wort.. their concept of the field changes." 
graduate school as weD. 
There are those students, like Hast, who 
chanae their minds several times before senling 
on the belt career path. 
Focuses are determined through a variety of . 
assessments in abilities, values and interests. 
Once students have determined an area of 
interest, or focus, they are advised to discuss 
information with specific departments and 
faculty. "The music department does have a number 
of contacts throughout the state, with vocal 
coaches and band directors," noted Whitman. 
"When outstanding students are noticed, we 
invite them to look 8l JMU as a whole." 
Other methods are used to control admission 
into certain programs. 
"A 2.7 college (&rade point average] is 
required for all students applying to the mass 
oommunication program. except for incoming 
freshmen and transfers," Whitman staled 
1bese programs seem to appeal to students 
as a preparation for a specific career goal, as\ 
well as personal interests. 
Martin chose mass communication for both 
reasons. 
"I worked as editor of my high school 
newspaper and as a staff member of a local 
paper at home. This helped me to rulize that I 
enjoyed this type of work, and I am planning to 
pursue a career in publications," she said. 
While many students decide on majors for 
these reasons, still almost half the freshman 
class choofe 10 remain undeclared. The Office 
of Institutional Research reported that 959 out 
of 2289 first-year s tu.dents are presently 
undeclared. 
"I don't have any idea what I want to do!" 
freshman Tr~~ey Arnold said. "I did not want to 
choose a major and then have to change." 
The common trend is for declared freshman 
to change majors at some point in time. 
According to Gonzalez, 700 freshmen were 
undeclared in fall 1993. In spring 1994, there 
were still 700 undeclared freshmen, but these 
were a different 700. 
Ama LyM Boyd. director or the Center of 
Career Servlca, said, '1ndecision usually leads 
to a change of major. Many students enter the 
Junior Michelle Winder entered JMU as a 
math major. 
"Math was a strong subject for me in high 
school, but I did not seem as enthused about it 
in college," she said. "Because I hope to wort 
with young childteo in the future, I switched to 
the psycbotosy program ... 
Others have remained in their major since 
their first semester. Seniors Mark Rappatone 
and Travis Jacques were accepted into the 
athletic training program as freshmen, 
anticipating careers in the fields of sports 
medicine as well as physical therapy. 
Some choose degrees as a step tow.ard 
While some students do elect to change their 
major as late as their senior year, the Center of 
Career Services discourages key changes close 
to graduation. 
"Instead, we encourage students to explore 
the exciting possibilities available to them 
within their rr.ajor," Boyd commented. 
For undeclared freshmen. career services 
serves as a rich resource, but students must 
take the initiative to use that resource. The 
main objective of career services is to show the 
relationship between career options and major 
programs, according to Boyd. 
"Students need to assume ownership of their 
goals,'' Boyd stated. "We help them assess 
their interests in order to find their goals." 
Gonzalez said, "We do not force students 
into declaring a specific major. yet, we guide 
them through the decision-making process and 
teach them bow to decide on a career goal 
based upon their interests." 
Other resources include a career services 
library and a course to help undecided students 
decide on a major. 
JAMES .HA WKJNSI.rttmor arti.rt 
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Ski Free 
Massan~~n Ski Resort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food SeNice, Cashiers, and Morel 
·Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 











at $30 a year : 
ENOUGH SAID! 
: JP.~~~ i 
: Call568-6127 : 
1 for information 1 L--------------
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY! 
•COMPLETE TRAINING 
•GREAT STARTING PAY 
~PLEASANT WORK 
ENVIRONMENT 
• •GOOD COMMUNICATION 
SKIW 
!ENTHUSIASM 
•WILUNGNESS TO WORK 
Limited positions so call todt1y at 703-434-2311 
and ask for Ms. Hurley. 
tqudl Q._,J_JorllJIIIl)" f 1Hployllll"ll( 
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Not even close 
No. 12 Dukes scalp the Tribe for fourth- straight win 
by Adam Foldenauer 
staff ll'rirer 
Saturday's mntchup between 
12th-ranked JM U and 14th-ranked 
William & Mary was hrlled to be a 
ughtly contested baule between two 
of the top team) in the Ya nk ee 
Conference. Thing~. however. don't 
always tum out a!> expected. 
The Duke~ dommatcd from '>t.lrl 
ltl fi rmh. huryin~ the Tribe 33-7 rn 
front of a Homecnmrng crowd ol 
I ~.:!00. 
The los:. is the mo~t lopl>idcd for 
the Trihe agorn't a I·AA opponent 
Sl llCe 1987. 
For JM U It 's the mo.,t rmprcs<;rvc 
"rn '>U fa r in an a I read) succe!>sful 
\CJ,On. 
"I ccnninl} thought 1t wa~ gmng 
to be a lot clo!>er game:· JMU head 
coach Rrp Scherer \Jrd. " It wasn '1 an 
ca'y win; the spreud wu~ ll li ll ie 
nmlcading." 
The 26-pornt murgrn of victory '' 
the largest lor either team in the 
hl~lor) or the In \IJte m airy. The 
team I cit the wrn wa' v.onhy of some 
extra 'clebra11on. 10 the form of a 
Gatnr.uk hath of Scherer 
" l t'l> a grent v.rn. ~cmor 
deh:n-.rvc tackle Tyrone Washington 
o,,1id "We showed what we could he 
ahout rn thrs game." 
J\1U'' offense. \\hlch h;IS heen 
hot .tnd cold Jll 'ea'>on. trn.111) put 
tc1gethcr a full ~:wmc SJturda) 
· I gucs~ "e got 11 red of people 
tclhng uo, hO\\ go(ld we wuld he. We 
lirMIIy 'lmwcd people hO\\ good we 
arc." "'phomorc \\ rde rccdvcr 
~lacey Brook' '>Uid 
"Our otlen\e "a., really focu~cd 
tud.rv and conccntmllng on what 1\C 
hud 10 do." jun1or quarterback Mike 
Cawlc) ~a1d. 
The team held the Tribe rn check 
dc~pi tc the appearance of Wilham & 
Mary quanerback Shawn Knrght and 
running back Troy Keen. who both 
played with rnjurics. It wa~ Knrght'' 
fi rst Mon in rhrcc weck'i after being 
sidehncd with a badly ~pmincd ankle. 
" I moved around preuy well. At 
t rme'> (the an kle ( """' more of a 
hrndrance than other,," Kmght '\ard 
"We Jll\l drdn't get rn the end Lone. 
and that'' "hat make' thc hall 
game." 
JM L1 huras~cd Knight u ll 
afternoon, forci ng hrm to throw early 
to avllrd the pa..,, ru~h Knrght tound 
recencr!> con~r stcntl) o'er the 
m1ddle of the licld. hc linl'hcd "uh 
256 y.rrd' in the au . Lt'ot .. ea,on 
Knrght 'et the ret·ord lor flJ'~ 
elliciencv rn I·AA 
"Shu" n i!o ju~ t a hard guy w 
corral." Scherer ~urd " lie·' a\ go<XI a 
quan..:rback .u. you'll find not only at 
I hi\ lcvcl. hut at JOY lc' cl " 
Oclcno,e ha~ bce.n the ke) for J~ I L 
o~ll \CJ'-<)11. and u came up brg .1gain 
\\ ith J~1 L Ufl :?3· 7 tn the thrrd 
quarter. Knight led W &~1 to fir:.t-
nnd -goal at lhc JM lJ 1-)ard line 
After r>rOducing no yurd~ in three 
trrc ... 11 lhc end tune. Kmght threw 
rn,omplctc on tuurth dnwn. It wa' 
thl' Duke<,· \Ccnnd goal line 'Hind 
thl' \C,I\011 
"There·' a lot ul gooJ deh:n..c~ rn 
thl\ league hut I' II rut uuro, up 
agai n'l <~ll } onl' of the m." Scherer 
'a rd. "The goal -line '>tanu \1 .1, 
llll'rcd1hlc." 
Anuthcr hrg [lCrfurmcr fM tht· 
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\ IlK I IIFt'F;\I',Itf•h ,,, • ,, 
Sophomore tailback Kelvin Jeter runs with the ball in first quarter action against the Tribe Saturday 
Jeter ran in three touchdowns and had 84 yards rushing for JMU. 
JMU unable to capitalize qgainst UNC 
\11 "I Ill· I I· 'Il l R I' , •t•' .t 
Senior forward Oanyle HeHernan fights for the ball Sunday against North Carolina. The Dukes were shut out 3·0. 
b) Brett Sahm 
'iTa{/ll tlfc I 
In 1 h.111k nl tnr r.rnh'J 111•ld lin,"'\ tl' 1111,, '" , 1111-.l·,l 
1'\nnh C.rmhn.r dl'IC,Ill'\1 ' '' \. r.ur lo.t•d l\11 ~-II tl lind '•'lnlllt 
lit.ldlLim on Sund.t\ 
Thl' g.lllll "·'' 4.1llll[X'llll\l' thr.•u~h•tlll 11 11h II • drll•''t'lh (' 
hl'lll!! 'o11h ( ,1ruhn.r '.till Ill' h• luu'h 1111 •cltl 
" Ht•th lt'llll' pl.l\<.'.1 !.!<'""·" J\11 hl'.llu• h hI I ' ' \lctr •.m 
'arJ " llw drl kr~.·n,,· "·'' rh.11 111,1 1\l't 
.md ",. \H'r,·n'l " 
J\ll 'l<illl'J 11111 1.1 .. 1 .rud h.11l l\11 '•••••I '''·'' • I'Jh•rtunrlc,•, 
tllrl.'i..ll'd h) 'nphnllllll t' nudlrl'ld<l I .rr• j, I h.llt 
.. ,, ,. lll'\'dl.'lllll 1.11...· '"'Ill' II\~' I h.th.' ,,II J • \\ ~Ill'\\ !hi' 
~·llllt' '' •uld h,•, low .m.t,·lflh'l '•·lllll Puld 1\11 " ' '' lt't1kd 111 
1,11-l' l h IIIH'' tlol lllllll'f' 
'- or h C.lr••hn. pul tlwu lu't •••.rl ''" lhl' ,, lltt•ht~.ud '' 11 
1- IJ '111.1111111'' 111 I .cll •II 1 1.!11,11 I•~ ,,·mocr lllltllrd.IL'I 
ltnb.u. ll .lll't'll •• cn \ • •.,..ulh '"''"'"" rn 11)') • lllt' )!•Hit 1111, 
.. u ,,, .. rllt'l H'lllt'lt'd ll\ lr,·,hnt.cnmrdtll'Jd,·r J,,, llrr,, ••II 
I ht• )!.lllll' lOlllllllll"cl '" Pl' ,).,.,· h.lltl·ltlll"lll ,. IIIII \\ttl 
J\11 •'t'lllll~ 1111111\'11111' lllllll'l llj1 jllllllllllltl'' 1\11 Jt,•I,J tl 
t'dl!t' 11 "lllll'l' lnr !Ill' )!.lllll' - " 
'- ulll l .11ulrn.1 ,~:u1 tlw h.ld.hr,·.u.rllj.! )!11.11 1\ltl 111,1 t. I 
l'lll,lll l" 111 llll 1.!.1111<' l lc,· }!tlll l.llll•' ot!l ,J filt'llo..l\\ \ 1'1 
ll•'•lllnJn lom.rrd ..._ II• H.uh..·r 11 llll "·l' ·"'''t.:J P\ I '< ''t c 
htt\\ .1rd < 'rnd\ \\ ··r ll'' I h• ·'"''' " 1' \\.:1 k•1 ' I ~II , I 1 , 
,,. I"'" 
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Men's soccer ties William & Mary 
Battle between top two teams in CAA ends with 1-1 overtime score 
by Mike Wissot 
staff writer 
Phaying its fir~t game on turf s1ncc the 
NCAA tournament lol>s to Loyola (Md.) last 
year. the mmh-ranked JMU men's soccer team 
bauled to a 1-1 tic against William & Mary on 
Saturday afternoon. 
" I think we played real well. considering the 
condilion~ we played under," junior midfieldcr 
Nmhan Fain:hild sa1d. 
JMU now swnds with a 13-1-1 record. 5-0-1 
in the \olon aal Athletic Association. while 
W&M goc5 to 14-1- 1. 6-0-1 
" I don' t think there arc any other teams in 
the CAA that are as competitive as the two of 
us," junior midfielder Patrick M cSorley said. 
'They' rc dclinitcly the higgest rivals on our 
schedule" 
The game rt.!mained scoreless throughout 61 
minutes of play as o;ophomore goalkeeper 
Barry Purcell and W&M junior goalkeeper 
Paul Grafer featured a series of key saves. 
The Tribe finally broke through the Dukes' 
defense when a corner kick by senior defender 
Chns Norris went through Purcell 's hands and 
landed nght to sophomore midficldcr Steve 
Jolley. who closed the deal with a header. 
"I don't think there are 
any other teams in the 
CAA that are as 
competitive as the two 
of us. " 
Patrick McSorley 
men 's soccer junior midfielder 
Although the Dukes hoped tl) score first. a 
few players said there was a sense the Tnbe 
was bound tO pounce on the JMU defense. 
"They had been puuing a lot of pressure on 
u\ all game," McSorley aid. "Finally we made 
the slightest m1stake. and they finished it." 
JMU bounced back and evened the score six 
minutes later when Faarchi ld knocked in a 
loose ball in front of the net. 
The junior co-captain said that he happened 
to be in the right place at the right time. 
"The ball bounced right in front of me. and I 
just volleyed it in," Fairchild said. "It was an 
easy goal. but I think it gave us a big lift.'' 
The Dukes thought they had scored a goal 
late in the game. only to have it called back 
from an offsidcs call. 
After burning a Tribe defender. senior 
forward Brent Bcnncll raced down the right 
side of the field and crossed the ball over to 
senior forward Mark Mathewson, who was 
charged with the call. 
" It should have been a goal," McSorley l>aid. 
'There's no way that he was off~ides." 
Purcell recorded a personal-high eight savel> 
against W&M. who averages over four goals 
against CAA teams. 
According to McSorley. the outcome of the 
game may have offered an accurate preview for 
the CAA finals. 
"Usually the winner of that game is the first 
seed in tournament.'' McSorley said. " I think 
we reuli.te it's a good possibility that we' ll play 
them again on their turf." 
The CAA tc)Urnament will be played at 
Williamsburg. 
The Dukes next face Robert Morri !' on 
Tuesday at3 p.m. 
" We're really staning to pull together as a 
team now." Fairchild said. "Things are starting 
to look a lot beuer for us. We just need to keep 
our team goals focused and be ready for each 
game here on out." 
Clos~------------------------------continued from page 25 
Dukes was Mike Cawley. 
Cawley hurt the Tribe both on the ground 
and in the air. amassing 330 yards total offense. 
He killed W&M with the big play, running for 
a 42-yard scramble and completing a 66-yard 
bomb to sophomore wide receiver Jay Jones. 
"fheir quanerback [Cawley I is very elusive, 
a good player," W&M head coac h Jimmyc 
Laycock said. "We took some steps back 
defensively. The mam thing we didn't do real 
well was tackle." 
The Tribe defenders had the most trouble 
tackli tailback Kelvin Jeter. Jeter 
had three touchdowns on the day, including a 
34-yard tight rope act down the left sideline 
that put JMU up 23-7. 
His dive from one yard out with I : 13 left in 
the third quarter capped off a 58-yard drive and 
gave the Dukes a 30-7 lead. Jeter, who finished 
the day whh 84 yards on I 3 carries. was 
injured for the majority of last season and is 
gaining confidence with every game. 
" I think that I get better every weekend," 
Jeter said. "With experience you get better. so 
with time I'll start clicking even more.'' 
JM U dominated all phases of the game. 
including special teams. Sophomore Ed Perry 
M IKE H EFt'NER/p/wro t>dllt•r 
JMU defensive players Alonzo Bowler (6), Brian Smith (61) and Tyrone Washington 
(95) tie up William & Mary fullback Tim Witcher. 
and junior Paul Harris blocked punrs for the 
Dukes. Perry's block new through the end zone 
for a safety and gave the Dukes a 9-0 first-
quaner lead. 
All phases of the kicking game performed 
remarkably for the Dukes. Sophomore 
placekicker John Coursey hit a career-best 46-
yard field goal. Junior punter Lewis Cassada 
averaged 39.5 yards on four punts, and 
freshman Nelson Garner kicked two 
touchbacks on kickoffs. 
The win against W&M is the founh straight 
for the Dukes. and the Tribe is the last ranked 
opponent JMU will face this season. Still. the 
team knows overconfidence could be its 
downfall. 
" We can' t let that (overconfi dence) 
happen," Cawley said. "We know we're on a 
roll . and we want to keep it. Now that you're 
winning, the pressure's higher." 
According to Scherer. Saturday's win is the 
best all-around team performance this season. 
He knows the team can't afford to enjoy it as a 
Saturday road game against rival Richmond is 
Lhe current focus. 
" I told our players success is a journey not a 
destination. and we haven't arrived any place 
yet.'' 
William & Mary .0 7 0 0 - 7 
JMU 9 7 14 3 - 33 
Fl RST QlJA TER 
JMU - Jeter 2 run. 8:45 (Coursey kick) 
JMU - Safety (Perry blocks pun11hrough end ?one). 
6:25 
SECOND QUARTER 
W & M - Tomlin 4J pass from Kmghl (Shallcross 
kick) 
JMU Perry ..1 pu'~ from Cawley (Cour~\!y kickl 
TtiiRD QUARTER 
JMU J\!tcr 14 run (('ounocy kick) 
JMU - Jclcr I run (Coursey kack) 
FOURTH Q ARTf.R 
JMU - C'Olll"loC) 46 FG 
INDIVlOUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING - JMU. Cnwley 10-85. Jc1cr 13·84. 
Byrd 4 13, Harris J· ll. Agee 2-7. Miles 4-7. T1mncs 
1·2. J. June-. l ·t 7). Allen 1-t 141. Lyon~ 1·(-.~). 
W&M. Keen 11..\5. Flttgcrnld 8·43. Knighl -l · tl . 
Porch 1-9. Wuchcr :'i 7, Byrne H ·2) 
PASSING - JMU. Cawlc) 16-24 0 227. Lyons 0 I 
00. W&M. Knigltt19-29· 1 :!5b. Bymc3-7 0 t8 
RECEIVING JMU. Perry 4-•10. J June~ 1·72. 
Urook, J-42. Wooh:wr 2-25. Jeter 1·20. Agee 1- 15. 
Allen I II . Byrd I 2. W&M.IIammon<. 8 JQ..l. 
Whapplc 7-1 0(1, Tomlin 2-50, Roark 2-9. Fit1gcrald 
2-t 1). Jlort·h 1·1! 
Michigan, Nike set deal: The 
University o f Michigan and Nike I nc. 
agreed Wednesday to the largest 
endorsement contract in collegiate sports 
history. according to USA Today. 
The contract is worth over $7 million 
and lasts for seven years. The money is 
an addition to the more than $300,000 in 
cash and goods Nike already pays I 7 
Michigan coaches, trainers and athletk 
administrators for endorsing its 
productS. 
Nike beat out Rcebok to become the 
"e;(clusive supplier" to all 22 men's and 
women's spon.teams at Michigan. 
The shoe manufacturer will give the 
university shoes and apparel, a $75,000 
cash payment to the athletic program, 
two scholarsh ip endowments for 
women's athletics and a fund for a year-
long fellowship in sports journalism. 
In addition Nike will pay $ 15,000 a 
year for three years to a scholarship 
endowment created by former 
Wolverine basketball star Chris Webber. 
Th e company will also build an 
outdoor court facility in the Ann Arbor 
area out of recycled shoe materials. 
FSU athletic director fired: 
The athletic director at Florida State 
University was dismissed from th e 
schoo l Tuesday for accept ing a 
discounted price from a school 
contractor for a new roof on his house, 
according to the Washington Post and 
USA Today. 
Bob Goin had been athletic director 
since 1990. He had been on paid leave 
since July. University president Talbot 
D ' Alembene said he planned to make a 
recommendation to Seminole boosters 
for a financial settlement with Goin, 
who earns $135,000 a year under a 
guaranteed comract by the boosters. 
The boosters then have a choice of 
granting him lhe remaining $577,000 for 
the four years left on his contract or 
some portion of it. 
Iverson's eligibility restored: 
The National Collegiate Athletic 
Association has cleared the way for 
Georgetown freshman guard Allen 
I verson to play basketball this season. 
according to the Washington Post. 
I verson had earlier been declared 
ineligible to play by the university 
because he used two free airplane tickets 
from Nike in July 1993 to attend a 
basketball camp in Indianapolis 
sponsored by lhe company. 
Iverson had left the camp earl y to fly 
back to Hampton to stand trial for three 
felony counts of maiming by mob. 
Nike was allowed to pay to bring 
I verson to and from lhe camp. The 
violation occurred on a second set of 
flights, when Nike new him back to the 
camp for an all-star game and then back 
home at the completion of the weekend. 
Carrie Doyle, director of eligibility 
for the NCAA, said Iverson was 
regranted his eligibili t y because he 
repaid the company at the end of the 
summer of I 993 when he reali7.ed a 
violation had occurred. 
Penn State to receive new 
turf: Penn State must replace the turf 
at Beaver Stadium after studen ts 
celebrating the Niuany Lions' victory 
over Michigan Oct. 15 tore up sod at the 
50-yard line and in the end zones, 
acc6rding to USA Today. 
Twenty people have already been 
identi fied as being involved in the 
damage and may reach up to 50 
individuals. Criminal charges may 
ensue. 
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Dukes overcome slow start to top Dayton 
by Jerry Niedzialek 
COIItrilmtinR writer 
The J I '-'Omen·, soccer ream was unable 
to capllalue on many !>COnng opponun111e\ 111 
the f1N hall bur still managed to edge 
Univcrbity of Dayton (Ohw) 1-1 Saturday at 
Rc,crvo.r Street Field. 
Ahhough they dommared the first halt. the 
Duke$ could only g,o into halfllme with a I-I 
ue They out!>hot the Flyer~ 18-2 1n the fiN 
hnlf but could only convert un one of the shut' 
"We were congenial how. th1~ afternoon." 
head coach Da'c Lombardo \illd "We h.1d \o 
m.m~ chance,, bur 'quamlcrcJ .u lc:t~t four or 
ll\l' <lllhcm .. 
Tlw unl)' !:Hlill <•I the liN hallr.1111.: .11 till' 
I~ 12 m<~rl.. "hen 'clllor c<H,Ipt.nn Juhe Rcu k 
" We need to take care 
of bus in ess and not 
hurt ourselves by 
losing to the weaker 
" teams. 
Dave Lombardo 
women· s soccer coach 
got a rebound ofl a m1ssed shot and tapped it to 
sophomore Kristi Palmaccio lor the opening 
goal. 
The goal was the only bright spot for the 
Dukes' offense in the first half which was filled 
with m1ssed chances and near goals. 
"We did everything but score in the first 
half." Reule said. "We dominated the first half 
but only had a I -I tie to show for it ... 
They came out or their halftime break ready 
and dctenmned to ,qn. In th~; 'ccnnd hull. JMI 
tool.. udvunt.tgc of their opponunitic' unc.l mode 
a drac,li~ turnaround 
"We !..new ''e had to wm," Reule •.<ud "We 
d1d not fini!.h (the plays! 111 the hr,t hall but 
turned 11 umunJ and dHJ m the '>C<:ond .. 
The nro.~ (lf the two 'econd-halt goals came 
ott he :!4:40 marl.. when scmor defender.. Carne 
Blumenth.tl and N1kolc Ma,lov., teamed up 
Blumenthal k1cked the ball 10 front of the goal 
trorn a l'Urner loci.. and 1\loslo\' headed 11 10. 
giving the Duke' a 2- 1 lead. 
That "as oil J 1 L needed to tlcleat UD The 
dt:tcn't.' pl.1yctl 'ur~·rh all alt~·rnuHn all<)\\ mg 
onh 14 'hot' 1 1 ~,,,JI .111 ~;unc \r11unJ th~ :!S· 
lll111Ut•· 111.1rl... the 1= une "·" .llllhl\1 •••·J up. hut 
tht• tkl•'ll't' t.ltlll' lhiiiU~h .. tlld 'l'lllllf g<l.lllt• 
( ht'l\ I <'.ur m.1d • .1 dl\ HIJ! ,,1\t' "' prc,,'f'l' lht• 
k.td 
J~ll then h..1J numt•ruu, 't••r111g 
(lJli'XHtUIIItle\ ,111d l•lpllalllc\1 Clll ont• Ill them ,ll 
the 3:!·.t9 m.ul. Junmr lm'-'<~rd A ... hk\ 
\Vii hmlNIIl !!J\ c J IX'rlcct ra ..... lo Reule \\ hu 
put ll 111 for the J-1 le.u.l 
TI1c ~<l..ll \\ ..1~ '>;u. :!X on the cJreer gtMI' li't 
for Reule. ty1ng scn1or Ja1mc Dyke~ for the 
JML' career goal\ rccortl 
The Will improved JMU'' record 10 R-5· I 
JM U muM now lool.. ahead to tbe final fl,c 
games of the season. 
"We know ot 1h1!> point the ne>.t f1vc arc 
important if we're going to make the NCAA 
roumamcnt." Lombardo said. "We need to take 
care of busine !>and not hurt oursehcs h) 
losing to the weaker teams" 
The Dukes next trilvcl to take on AmcncM 
Univcr!>ily. JMU then play'> their final two 
home games of the season Oct. 29 against 
nauonally ranked William & Mary and Nov 2 
when they take on Virginia Tech. 
"The key to the season is the W1lham & 
Mary game," Lombardo said. " If we can take 
care or the other teoms and then beat them. we 
should be all right. .. 
l~f IHF (ffJ 
'AI/ A C. . 
IAtF A r AB. 
JIAIO. 
fRifNOS DON'! Ul fRifNOS ORIVf DRUNK 
MAGGfF; WELTER!tt111ur plrmt~graplll'r 
Senior midfielder Carrie Proost slips past a defender In a game with Dayton Saturday. 
tongratulations to the 
winners of UPB & MtAtTS's 
I I..,QII~ 
Counterpoint· 1st Plaee ... $200 
Tanya Tatum· 211d Place •. $150 
Dave George· 3rd Place ••. $100 
Cottnterpoint UTili ito"' 
advance to the seJDi-final 
level! Good Lttek! 
JMU __ _ 
continued from page 25 
The Tar Heels' final goal was basically just 
an exclamation point on the victory, coming 
with just two seconds lefL The goal was an 
unassisted breakaway by Werley, her team-
leading 14th goal of the year. 
The Tar Heel victory could propel them into 
the No. I spot. They were only six points 
behind top-ranked Northwestern • whose record 
was 10.2- 1. 
"They just scored on 




"They were a good team," said Thate. .. They 
weren't that much better than us; they just 
scored on their opportunities." 
JMU had not been abut out in 43 games 
prior to this loss. The last time they were shut 
out was by Old Dominion by the score of 7..() 
in 1992. 
UNC held a I 0.8 advantage in shots on 
goal. The Tar Heels' freshman goalaender Jana 
Withrow played well, collecting four faves. 
JMU senior goalkeeper Heather Colbert had 
two saves. 
•'I feel we are still a strong team,'' M_organ 
said. '1 believe in our players. We play~ as a 
strong unit today~ we just need to dig down 
deeper inside the circle. We need 10 overcome 
adversity and focus on the rest of the season." 
With~ win the Tar Heels move to lS-1, 
while JMU drops to 14-2-l. JMU's next home 
game Is on Oct. 26 at 7:30 against Virginia 
Commonwealth University, and their final 
regular season game is against llth-ranlced 
Princeton at Bridgeforth Stadium Oct. 28. 
ECAC ChamDionehlpa, 
Untverelty Park, Pa. 
JMU finished second in an eight-team 
field at the Eastern Colleae Athletic 
Conference Ownpionah.ips on Friday and 
Sllwday. University of Pamaylvania edged 
IMU for fint place with a score of 27.5 10 
the Dukes' 26. 
Top performers in sinaJes for the Dukes 
included Dawn Jessen, who won two' 
maacbea before losing in the fUJht B fmal, 
~3. 7-6 (7-4), to Ovistioe Ant()Jiovanni of 
Temple. 
Junior Katie Piorkowski competed in 
both FHabt c and FtiJbt P. finilhina • 3-2 
ovenll in mMCh play. She lost In the Flipt 
F final to Kim Bolduc of Penn Stare, 7-5, ~ 
2. 
Senior Caroline Cox won a tough~ 
setter in the quarterfinals of Plight B but 
lost in the aemifmals 6-3, 6·0 to Preety 
Sorathia of Pennsylvania. 
In tbe doubles oompetjt:ion, the team of 
Scboeder and Piortowskl woo the Flight A 
tournament, defeating a team from 
Richmond In three seta. Piorkowski then 
teamed up Meredith Jamieson to win the 
Flight c tournament, aaain over a team 
from Richmond. They woo in straigbt sets, 
7-5, ~I. 
\11111)1:\Jl 
• W1Uiam • May defaled JMU S-1 5, IS-
6, 10.15, .t.IS in Williamabura. The Duka 
fall to 9-17, 0-3 in tbe Colonial Athletic 
Associadoo 
\\11\ll '\''--(.(lf I 
ECAC Women'a Golf 
Champlonahlp 
Unlveralty Park, Pa. 
Penn Stille a-. Cotne 
Saturday and Sunday 
JlMIT••$' ....... 
l . Lonpood 
2.Penoswe 
3. Princeton 





9. William • Mary 
10. SL Pnncis 
JMU lpdlyldvlllMulg 
8. Cbriaty Power 
12. Kathryn y ltd 
18. Nikl Criat 
26. Healbcr Beas 
Heidi McWilliams 
30. Daoiel.le Zababa 


















I < H I I I: \I I 
Yankee eont.ence Reautta 
Boston u. 40, Ricbmond 24 
Cocmecticut 33 Rhode Island 16 
Delaware S2, Mauachusetta 14 
New Hlmpshlre 24, Maine 7 
Villanova 13, Nc:wtbealtcm 9 




thing to do 
·at the end of 
t~e day? 
Then come write for The Breeze 
sports section. 
Call Alison or 
Craig at %6709 for 
more 
information. 
Silflk.r and grollfJS of2 and .J .wlcomel 
. ,1 ... &,... ......... ,0_ .,..,,. 
"'~ ..... 
.... ~n. .,. .... 










------~1 HUMOR I 
Outer Bounds\ CJ. Gnmb 
CHillS, NOW~ 0111 ME'( 
11" ~·r 3\m' FINi., 
\ :t 6U5S6. 
1 
HeNS EVEP.YTHINt; OH.. . GREAT. HHM • • · ~ml HoLLY? 
I J \ 
No Excuses \Colin Bond 
SOME VAlUABlt l t~)ONS 
l fA~NfD INFRA TERN/TIES .... ~
(:TMU'S FINEST INSTITUTIONS) 
10 HOW TO MAK£ 
: 1HI ~&Uf.! 
TEST FILE 
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SOLUTIONS OF LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE 
IV 
Night Ufe \Marlo Nozzarella 
• STbP t:m x 
ICrP! LE14VE YoU 
%N THIS: •• 
MISSPELLINGS 
By Fa-ance• Bua-ton 
ACROSS 







22 &tn-dned bnck 





27 One or another 
28 OveriiMlg 
29 What doM Ann 
dnnlc? 
31 Mirth 
32 Re.c~~et an 
orange 
33 Geologic pe(lods 
340Mne 
DOWN 
1 FourtUIIn trMI 
2 Aige1111!1 c:iCy 
3 Cnefeou• 
4 Eur oounlry 
5 WOf8 grwlually 
6 Malle·~JPitem 
7 Uke a quidnunc 
8 _ouulivlng 
9 Used car _ 
10 Socb 
11 Urvuly children • 
12 Adam's.on 
13 Peenng 
t 4 F ragranc:es 
15 Actress 
Anderson 
I 6 Acl II\ cnme 




29 Coovy or !Ahr 




42 French ec:tor 
Delon 
43 Tenent'a peymen1 
.... ~
48 8ehRINIId 
4 7 WNpptng boy 
48 Parched 
4SI Venedu. 




56 F~ ecutptor 
57 Shote rind 
so Highway• 
1M "There Ia _allp . : 
82 Supply wtlh new 
WMPOf\1 





34 Long Pf'OII 
NIT8hV .. 
35 Wrthout ac:on 
36 Who are James' 
IIWWidle~? 
37 Very hard ,_,... 
38 COoclu$101\ 





4 I Adoletce!ll 
4J Emp~re 
45 UOtOn geNral 
46 New Jersey town 
KNOv./ THE PLA 
You Fo~GE:T 
ME. A WP Oo 
Ol< I JE~K. 
• 
roB • •• 
63 "The M.gle _. 85 l..oi'Qed 
~) 87 Drink all« a 
&4 -~ dnnll 
as A Mlrtin 88 Adrea• ~ 
~~Glenn : =orSian 
70 E villnlenl 91 WtiWn's 
7t What • Pal'l ptOmOMOI place? 
~y? 95 Waller' a ollenng 
73 Elactnfled 98 Greek tener 
per1ide 99 FlyNI of yore 
74 Turlulh VIP 100 Shaeklet 
75 Set\ aubj 10 I Tyoe't 
715 Up a _ (baltled) austcnanee? 
n Goon or leo9ard 103 ParmlNIOn 
78 Elllr' _ 104 A La_ 
79 Plume oo a helmet 105 European capital 
8 I Courts • 1e8 Allilllv 1001 ~ 
82 Onwnalic 107 Joumal 
rec:~talrw 108 Choir voiCe 
83 Legal maner 109 8ril1sn carbine 
84 ChaUera 110 Be abundant 
48 Meine measure 
50 Vouc:hsale 












81 ·- ac~umpr 




88 Kitchen hx1t.11e 
89 Skin condJhOn 
90 The _ of the 
bait 
91 Brown suweed 
92 Plane surface 
93 Ughl carnage 
94 lackluster 66 Nat and Mlllahe 
67 FISh 95 '"Two Yea~ Before 
6& NOI a SOUl • 
69 Sadal 
70 Ptac11C8 bollli\Q 
7 I Unavthled 
72 lndt8!\$ 
77 Bea1111 





96 Footi\OlC word 
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~ r-.~ 
............ _., ............. . 
~tn~Mou~a ... ucrtftoei '!!tiOO. {701)211 , ... (71]11• ., .
~=:..E.= .!.'!!'.:ug 
.-... lnaUIII 11 :1l: ::::~'~· 
8prtn1 ltreall urtr epeelelal 
Panema Clty1 ocean-view room 
wfttl ldtGMn a lree bua 10 bars 
11211 DaytoN!, ldeahana. 11511 
Cocoa aMah, 11511 Kay Welt, 
1221! (800)8'I'M3I8 
Do rou want to Mil _rour oar? 
car eo. • ..a~o~ .. ,., e. Mlln a. 
.. bu)ftllll tor~ 4SM7I8 
1111 Unooln llartl Yl - 13~ Oftalnll ,..._ Four,.. ..... auuy 
& rnterlor very good condhlon. 
Nelda aome meohan6cal wonc 
RuM & lniDI*d. l110011obo. Cell 
John,--11. 
o.non .......... ...,._ 
1100: ~ lland- 185: 2 
MlcMIIn llret LX1,P11518& R14 
868 -145; IIIWI oek tibia - seo: 
Ancha, 434-1327 or Jl377a. 
1111 Yolkawagen oebrlolet-
Conwnlble. reel, new blactltop, 
N;;, 5-4lpeed, ohr ..... ~
mileage, 15,000. 1198·5820 after 
8'.30p.m. 
OT Karakoram - Excellent 
condlk)n.. New. $875; Uldng $400. 
Rld1, 433-6013. 
Pioneer 1-way 120-watt ater.o 
epaaklfa - good condition. 433· 
4086. 1100 pelr. 
L.P. Dfe•lta - Beaulllul, new, 
~t. Rob me, $275/obo. 
HELP WANTED 
u.a,ta•••' ~ 
of .. Oodllln _..,_en. 
~idly, .10 ....... Dullea: 
,..._,. daa9\ lt'IJirUCIIDn on 
uee& ~of ~idly -a. 
~ ......... & 
.......... 10- AllalldaiiOial 
....,..._ lllllftlllllnglla MqUirad. 
Olhar dullaa ......... 
IICillground In ldnallology, hallh 
ac1ance or OINf......., .._. 
....,..,~ &alaly. ...... 
u.,tiAIII ILAoNI*tlan 
..... Daa9'*ID l 
....... 10 a nulrtllon 8llllylla 
..W:.ID be ollerad ID 1M c:lenlll 
of .. GocWn Welneaa c... .... 
10 tniWk. Dullea:: A8llat In ...,. 
training ~10 of ...... 
~.-..cliO nulrllon; WMidy 
 afllce howl lftlll be 
made tor appo11 n.a wlh 
clerllla. Olher duiNa Mlllligned. 
Redllt houR; a grmuate .... In helllledencM. wlh a dlalalll:. 
amptlaala Ia prelerred. P'-
abmit,....,. when~· 
Sllely: $MV. 
For mofelnlo, ~Julie 
Wallace at 113831 . Star11ng dale tor 
boll poelllons: Dec. 5, 1884. 
~ •• ,. ..... In the 
Olb ol RcteelltNI ActWiels, 
GocMirl Hal, ""· 213. Alii* don....,. tar both 
poalllolll: Nov.t, tiM. 
Waftrlllll ...eacl II,_.- 22 
s. Main 8l. lor .. "*· p~ 
wa11n1e1ea aYIIIIeble for at JeUt i 
year. 
DON'T DRINK Cfl 
., ............... 
...... tlouriiM~ 
pnMdedl ~~~-····~In ... v IIMdiiD Cllft1IIMI . 
•• .,.. ... bma In Godwin 
Hal, 11ft. 213, Nov . ... ~. 
a.m.-3 p.m. l'*-la..., a 
m~~ldaloly ~ on Nov. 10 at 
5 p.m. In T~Hal. rm. 404 • 
c.tlled ollclala ..-n te/hr. M 
oe.r oflalala..., t&'hr. 
MCMA110N IN81'RUCTOR 
TABKaTaALL 
Mulll'lawllcnowladge l atdll IO 
teach baalc beaQCbd ..... 
coaol'l, ,..,... • kMp ICOnl tor 
)'OUttlbuklllbd-- for gllta 
&boya~~g~a&-18. 
10.1 s hrllwk.. mlcf.No\oember 
~MM:h 
Salary 18 78 per hour 
Deecllne: NoY. 4 at 5 p.m. 
Submft ~•to: 
ctey Mlnaga(s Olllce 
345 s. Main St. 
Hanlaoftlurg. VA 22801 
Cnllee ehiDe now hlf1na - Eam 
up lo $2,000+/mo. wofklng on 
cruise ahlps or tand·lour 
~mea Wortd travel (HaweD, 
Mexico, the Carlbb~aan etc.) . 
Seuonal & tul·thne t 
available. No exper ence 
nec~~~ary._for more tnlo, call (2011)034-0468, xC53252. 
~ breill w- Ametlca's 11 
apr1ng break company! Cancun1 Bahamas. Daytona & Panama 
110% toweat price guarantee! 
QrgarWt 15 tMnda & travel lreel 
Eam highest commlaalonat 
(1100)32·TRAYa 
laiH people wanted- To aell 
men'a & women'a clothing. Pan-
ume. Apply AHrad Hey's, Valley 
Mall. 
DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T JUST KILL 
DIUNK DRIVERS. 
A~ DruJu, lrillMt 1/11.111 at 10:$1-pm Oft Robbim Rd., Hart~e~t, A L. 
Next Lime your friend inaist.a on driving drunk, do whate¥er it takes l.o 
atop him. 
a.ea..e if hit IOU. innocent 
'ALL~ ltOUR8 
Oct.. 7:tO ...... p..IIL 






••J• .. n10::rl lueball, be-..... • hocllay,1':'7 
lpOrta. Dukea ~ 
s. Main St. Ptlone 
National DJ Connection a 





JMial •••• Cancutt-IM, 
........... ~141, 
,_ atr-f111. Orglnla 









We 11eo have mice, ralls, 
> 
I 
S1.!0 ftrTt page. $.75 
edd'l, USA. ....... 
.... $3.00 lldd'l, 
lnt8nMdfonel. 
for men lnloriMtton and 
MIIIIMCe ,......II the 
lml•llfallonollt•ICint crlcata. Very tow ~I ., ....__ ____;_.,;.._ _ __, 
JMU BOOKSTORE 
,unci ralalnt - ChoOse from 3 
clflelwl lund raiMI'I luling either 
3 or 7 claya. No lrw.-rtllnl Earn S 
tor your group p1ua peraonal cash 




Weekend tripe to Nova 
$21 one Wll'l 
$38 round trtp 






LOST & FOUND 
ICDdall Jllnm • foreat tllla - On 
Oct. 14 dur1ng pre·Tri-Sig Slater 
Date. Film Inside very apeclall 
Rewatd. Cel Rachel. 434-5425. 
...... opportunlelea • work· 
........ opportunllea, oont.act 
............... Bureau 
Inc., .. (701) MNo4ll. 
WANTED 
ea. .............. ~. 
dollar lor your •gently wom· 
~ eocaaeonea, Jewelry, etc. 
 In NoYentler r~~xt 1D Rack 
& Sacl( 432-6513 
Wanted- Cera tor pans 887·5871 
PERSONALS 
~:z.tlon - Loving, chlldlell 
Wishing to adopt an Infant. 
Call 8111 & Shannon collect, (703)32.3-6062. 
Travel lrHI Spring br .. k '151 
Guaranteed lowest prices 10 
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahsmas, 
Flol1da, Sooth Padre. 8o<* early & 
aave $1 Organize arnall group & 
travel !reel Sun Splash Tours, 
(800)426-n1o. 
AXD thanka the 14 l111tern1tlea 
who pantctpatad In Frilbee Aing. 
Eaater Sella & MacDowell Colot\y 
will benefit from your ellor181 
Marlta Moralea - Your big ala 
IOYelyoul 
Congratulation• to l:AE 1994 
Frisbee Atng cha"'4'SI Your AXO 
ooeches . 
Rock on Erica - You're such a 
stud, & we a1 love you very much! 






10 ·1 A.M, 
ATFUI 
IX - n-tu for the Homecoming 
cookout. Love, AI'. 
T~- Hope you had 1halluva' 




The University of Virginia and the Office of Career Services at 
James Madison University Cordially Invite You to Attend: 
Career Day 1994 
Where: Sheraton Airport Conference Center on Route 29 
Date and rme: Tuesday, Novem~r 1, 1994 9:00a.m. until 3:00p.m. 
Transportation will be provided: A JMU Silver Eagle Bus will leave 
the Godwin Hall Parking lot at 8:00 a.m. The bus will leave the Sheraton 
Conference Center in Charlottesville at 2:00 p.m. 
Please register for Minority Career Day 1994 at the Office of 
Career Services, 206 Sonner Hall or the Office of 
Multicultural Student Services, Warren Campus Center. 
Be SUre To: 
"'Dress Professionally *Bring Copies of Your Resume 
"Plan to cover your lunch expenses in Charlottesville 
*Plan to attend the Minority Career Day Preparation 
Workshop on October 27th from 6-7 in Taylor 304. 
JMU Office of Career Services staff are available to review your resume. 
call 568-6555 to make an appointment or drop by our office at 206 Sonner 
Hall. 
-
31 Monday. Oct. 24. 1994 THE BRBBZB 
SUBS 
PHILLY CHEESE STEAK 
... ,...~ ............ ...... ..... ~ - . 
433-2300 
JMU campus IS. Main St 
( I 
.. 
ROAST BEEF & CHtf'O ~ 
' 433-31"11 
Port Rd I Market St 
5.'·' 
ll" Sub, 
Chips & Cok~l 
